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Course at University of Chicago
—Other School' Matter&
, acti
Next Tuesday eventtsm the
Washington building t Broad•
way the school board:441: hold its
stionthly session, slgr.Sp yriii be
resumed the so-01m ut
aix members of Ilse ,-w are
trying to unceremoniously "oust"
Miss Emma Morgan from the
schools. They cannot do it, however,
as this leading and popular teacher
has six as strong supporters in the
board of twelve, making it an even
break.
One leading and wealthy business
man yesterday said he took occasion
to speak to everybody regarding the
school rumpus, and he never heard
such condemnation heaped upon the
heads of those who are resorting to
everything to get the lady out of the
schools. This business man said his
children had all gone to Miss 'Mor-
gan. and he noticed that under her
totelage they progressed finely, and
the yowl resu'ts could be seen from
every point.
Daily hundreds of people can be
heard speaking in favor of Miss Mor-
gan. and her supporters state those
opposed to her cannot use any tactics
to elect any more teachers until her
election is disposed of. it being the
next thing in order before other busi-
ness can be entered into.
During the board's meeting next
Tuesday evening there will be form-
% ally accepted the resignation of Pro-
fessor Woodbury. the science teacher
oho resigned several weeks ago.
Some other will have to be chosen in
hi,: place. while a number of white
teachers are yet to be selected, the




DETECTIVE MOORE WENT FOR STEALING BY
ONE MAN, BROUGHT BACK TWO WAGON LOAD
s. WARREN AND FRANKLIN CLAIM THEY WERE HERE THE
4. HE "GREEN GOODS" DEAL, 'BUT ASSERT THEIR
CUSTODY OF THEIR BUSINESS WA& TO LOCATE A MURDERER—SEEMS THAT
BOY. ROBINSON WENT UP AGAINST THE GAME THE SECOND
TIME, SO THEY ASSERT.
Husband Took Child While Wife Was
at Church and Brought It Here
From Columbia, Ten.
Mrs. Charles Smith of Columbia.
Tenn., arrived here yesterday morning
accompanied by her attorney, who
filed a writ of habeas corupuss before
Judge Wm. Reed for possession of
her two-year-old son, Elvis Smith.
that had been brought here from Col-
umbia by the father, Charles Smith.
a barber who is employed at the
Henry Bookhammer shop on South
Third street. Judge Reed ordered
the child turned over to the mother
Who carries it back to Tennessee
The judge decided that any further
action would have to be brougght in
the Tennessee court.
Smith and wife lived at Columba.
kat could not get along well together.
Two Sundays ago while Mrs. Smith
was at church. Smith took their little
boy. came :here and stopped with his
brother, Captain Wm. Smith, the
steamboat pilot of 62o Fountain ave-
nue. Mrs. Smith asked the officers
to see if their child was here. While
in, quest of it. Deputy Sheriff Gus
Rogers some days since passed the
Captain Smith home on the avenue,
saw the child crying on the porch,
and making inquiry, found it, was the
child being hunted for. The deputy
did not take the little one, but sent
word to Mrs Smith it was here. She
arrived here yesterday and regained
possession througti the court. 9he
says she will now ricirn to Tennes-
see and sue for both-Tvorce and pos-
seaoion of the little one down there.
SNEEZES TO DEATH:
1 DOCTORS POWER'S:SS
Big Ranchrnan Dies After One Day
of Continuous Sniffles.
1 Newcastle, Wyo., Aug 1—Aftersneezing continuously for twenty-four
hour, 'Ralph Htackney. a big ranch-
roan near th;s town, last night died
from exhaustion.
i Monday afternoon Hackney was
seized with a slieezing spell while out
looking after cattle. One sneeze
fsillowed another at short intervals
He rode home and sent for a sturgeon,
who was unable to relieve him. L,ast
(night be died.
DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE
WILL MEET NEXT MONDAY
THE TIME AND MANNER OF SELECTING THE PARTY NOMI-
NEES goit MUNICIPAL OFFICES WILL BE DETERMINED
DURING THE =MON THAT WILL BE CONDUCTED AT
CITY HALL GENERAL ARSE MBLI CliAMBER— DECISION
WILL BE FOLLOWED BY INTERESTING POLITICAL CON-
TEST.
Chairman W. A. Berry. of the city,
Democratic eonweittee, yesterday an.:
nounced that he had set next Monday
evening at 8 o'clock as the time for:
the conunittee meeting, which wilLlx,
held in the City Half general as
bly c h a n•.b e r. During the session. the
-committee will take tt the question
of deciding the time, manner and,
means of selecting Democratic ean-j
clidates for City police judge. consil-!
mien. aldermen and school trustees,1
all of whom are to be selected next
Noverrmier.
The committee meeting ,Monday
will be an affair of much iterest, as
It determines the mode of procedure
to he adopted by the members for the
benefit of the candidate,. Chairman
Berry yesterday said the prospective
'candidates speaking to him were all
heartily in favor of a primary to de-
cide who elan be the party nominees.
It would cost a very small sum
to oondoct a primary, and the candid-
ates believe thatis the only manner
in which a fair deal can be had.
There has been talk of holding a
cies, convention and let the nomina-
tions be made that way, but the chair..
an has not spoken to any 4' We'
ecrattnitteemen, therefore does not
know what they prefer, although he
believes they will coincide with the
Mews of the candidates, and, order
-the primary. , ,
A city judge has to be selected next
NOvember to fill out the unexpired
portion of the late Judge Sander's
term, as Judge Edward Puryear oc-
cupies the bench by appointment until
the regular November election, and
if elected to succeed himself, remains
in office until the first of tom In
this race the greatest interest will
center, already quite a Timber of
parties have intimated their intention
of running. including Jusle Puryear.
There w'll also be four aldermen
seven councilmen and six school trus-
tees' to be elected, and the party nom-
inees for these places will be desig-
nated also.
Just as coon as the committee de-
cides upon the date of the expected
primary, the political pot will com-
mence boiling and thing, become in-
teresting. The people wanting to run
will begin giving At out that their
friends are urging them to participate
in the racists and that they are "consid-
ering" the "pressure" being brought
to bear on them this being an old
graft to get one's name before the
public in order to feel the voter's
PentlIt interested in the office-
express the hOpe'that a good
set will offer themselves, or candid-
ates, so good representation can be
be had when the Reaublieans are
tin-ned out of office the last of this
year.
President Responds to Appeal
Chairmen Shermaa et the Re-
publican Conaernorsal
Committee.
Detective T. J. Moore left several
days ago for Lexington, Tenn., after
D. S. Blacknell to bring the latter
here, but instead the detective worked
cut more of the case, and brought
here last evening Tom Warren and
•lom Tolley, alias Toni Franklin, of
near Perryville, Tenn., who are ac-
cused of being the two men who
lieeced the Robinson brothers
out of many hundreds of dcilars in
a green goods deal. Tolley and War-
ren were captured ten miles out from
Lexington, Tenn., IMednesday, and
brought here last evening and lodged
in jail. They will be arraigned be-
fore Judge Edward Puryear in the
police court this morning, and will
sure his appearance. While at Lex,
ington the detective got a line %II
Franklin and Warren, who were Int
tated near that place. While Mr,
Moore remained in Lexington ta at-
tend the expected Blacknell trifili that
did not come up, Sheriff J. D. Ifrook-
:in, Deputy W. J. Knowles asid; Car
-Repairer R. L. Boaz for Ow N1,., C.
er. St. L., boarded the south-bound
passenger train in charwoi Con-
t:uctor Tom Lewis. Te,9- imiles out.
Warren and Franklin bow-ded the
min, having a shot wi and several
revolvers. Franklin gaataised for his
At OtgUli" hut Condasoor Lewis lie.0
h:m to it. l'he aceiraed then hied to
pull his revolver, but this wai atuck•
Iy grabbed, and, the handcuffs „folioed,
probably waive examination and let ;3)1 the two surprised men who wets
the grand larceny charge preferred taken on to Jackson, Tenn , and
against them go to the grand jury.
They are both now in the county
;ail, while the Paducah sleuth is
satisfied at running them down.
Last May the Robinson brothers
kept in ja3 over night. They were
tnen brought back the folltw'ng
D'oming to Lexington, where lie;:c•
tive Moore took them in charge, and
landed the pair in jail here, arriving
came here from Milan, and claim .1r.st night at 8:30 o'clock.
they met D. N. Blacknell of Scott's Warren %lid Frank in both wore,
Hill Tenn., who piloted them to the badges of the "Hatnmon Der 'dive'
St. Nicholas hotel on South Third agency" of Cincinnati, which is sop..
street where the brothers met War- posed to be a sleuth concern. They
ten and Tolley alias Franklin. The acknowledged to being in tins city
Robinson's charge that they gave the day the Robinson brothers were
Warren and Franklin $470 in good swindled, but claim they were with
money, for ,$5.000 in "Green goods" Blacknell looking for a murderer they
or passabe spurious paper money. wanted to arrest. They state they
The brothers claim that when War- losow the Robinsons but disc. aim any
ren and .Franklin went from one knowledge of the green goods ital.
hotel room to another to get the When they were brought to Lexing-
"green goods" the two slipped out of ton by the sheriff, the brothers posi•
the hostelry and fled, leaving the tively identified them as the two
brothers out their money. wanted. While at Lexington Deter-
The Robinsons laid complaint be- Live .ifinol-e learned from the Robin-
fore, the police here, and proceeded sons that the two latter met Warren
homeward. The police located • red Franklin here at the St. Nicholas
Blacknell last week at Scott's Hill, tote' last December and the brothers
end had him brought to Lexington, gave the two others $3.25. Ti:e
Tenn., where he was warranted as: Robinsons state this money was the 1
being an accomPice to the deal, and first payment on the "green goods"
3 fugitive from justice. lie was put deal, and that Warren and Franklin
under $1,200 bond to appear Wed- 1 told them 'that if after several weeks
resday in the Lexington court and "probation" the Robinsons proved
show cause why he should not be! reliable men to deal in "green
brought back here. Rather than saiods" with, that Warren and
come back in charge of a detective. Franklin would turn $5.000 worth
Islacknell did not appear before the over to them by paying the other
Lexington court, but came in here Um By this the detective thinks
Wednesday, surrendered to the the Robinsons proved first class stick-
officers was warranted, waived ex- I ers, going up against the alleged game
amination, was held to the grand the septond time,
jury, gave bond for his appearance! Lawyer Lancaster of Lexington
end then went back to Lexington. 
f 
represents Warren and Franklin, but
Detective Moore had gone to Lex- did not come up with them. having 
ra
r




lawyers advises the judge to havebut the accused not showing up the 
othe court there decided the matter,' represent
a n
  them
judge ordered ftlacknell's bondsmen the prisoners waive examination and





Residence on Sour*, Sixth—Rob-
ber Scared Felons Lacid's
 -srimmZ,
ROOSEVELT GIVES $t and scattered. Mr. Davis jerked the
TO CAMPAIGN FUND trigger agan, but the pstol refused to
fire, and he had to run. However,
Of he escaped them. He did not know
any of them.
New York, Aug. 1.—Pre s i de n t
'Roosevelt has contributed one dollar
to the ,Republican national congres-
sional committee's campaign fund.
The contribution was sent in response
to the general appeal for one dollar
contributions. Chairman Sherman, of
the ennareesional committee, mock
public the president's letter enclosing
the contrifatititarrosetrirfr iv as follows:
'Dear Mr. Sherman: I have your
letter of the 24th instant, and en-
closure. send my dollar. I think it
will•prove a reliable plan and con-
gratulate you on your emcees that




Hickman Man Succeeds in Foiing
Four Hold-up "Artists."
Hickman, Ky., Aug. 2.—While gong
home front his store, on Marcow ave-,
true, Mr. J. N. Davis, was held up by'
four men. He /had noticed these four'
men hanging around his store nearly
all of the evening, and was rather
suspicious of, them. At a late :hour
he started for his holm in West Hick:
man, abottt a mile's svafk. Two the'
men went ahead of hitni and :
lowed in the rear. Just as he •• tin
front of the Methodist parsonage the
four clpsed in on hm. He could not
run, and having a pistol fired into
them. They were taken by surprise
TAKES OFF BURNING
TROUSERS; GIRLS SKIP.
Wabash College Student Victim of a
Serio-Comic Mishap.
Crawfordsville, Ind., Aug 2.-Fay
Henry. a Wabash College student and
an athlete of prominence, who has
been working in the Crawfordsville
match foctory during the •summer va-
cation.' is on the host-SW-Tit for sev-
eral weeks as a result of a serio-comic
mishap which befell him at the fac-
tory.
In passing the phosphorus 'tub he
picked op a stick' and thrust it into
his pocket without a thougght of
the conSequencee. In a surpisingly
short t'ene he was startled by a
crackling and fizaling, and then a
burning In his hip pocket. The young
mian tried to withdraw the burning
cLeanical, but could not, whereupon
he ,priaceestied to divest binusetf of his
trousers. tausing half a hundred mod-
est girls in the packing department
to beat a hasty retreat.
Baptists Are In Beeson,
Orweiroboto, 1C3f., Aug 2—The an-
nual Stscanonnent or Kentucky Bap-
tist, under the auspices of the Bap-
tit Young People's Union, °penesl
auspiciously in connection with the
Seven Hills Chautauqua assembly to-
day. Members of the Baptist denoms
innions are here from every part of
the state, and it is 'believed that more
than &ono will be camped on the
chautanqua grounds.
Break Into
The thieves aieltr robbers aro, not
confining their uperations to the city
alone, as last set Lieutenant; Potter
of the police st•ce got a ottephone
message frona Mr. Perdew.. the well.
known fernier who lives jest butside
the city onotbe Old Poole *load passitio
:the Uniossi depot, stating' that naen
in a ti•VCO horse wagon 'drove up to
the of the farmer and made a
raid upon his roastigig ear corn. They
proesared quite a h3t of it before dis-
caxered, and the lieuteant sent officer
omt that way to look for the robbers,
but they hurried away in their
vehicle,
Attempt Burglary.
Last evening shortly after o'clock
thieves tried to break into the resis
dence of ?Ars. J. Will Fisher of Sixth
and Adams, but were heard by the
family which summoned Patrolman
Henry Singery, who was close by
but did not get there before the cul-
prits fled.
Burglar Scared Away.
Yesterday morning Mr. Sterling
Price, the I. C. filer, was going
through O'Brien's addition to his
homailen he saw a burglar trying
to 'break into John Lacklfs grocery
Price gave chase but the thief die,
tanced him. • ILV:
WANTED MONEY.
Burglar Left Note For Mrs. Bell to
Put Money Where He
Could Get It.
I Mrs. Jennie Bell of 1228 Jones
!street resides at her home all alone
with her daughter, and a night or
two ago was awakened by noises
around the house. Going to the front
h h surprised
man in the yard. He fled, and as she
turned to re-enter the home Far:
found pinned on the front door the
following note: "Leave Your Money
Where It Will Be Easy to Get and
Will Be Back Tomorrow Night."
fie has not come back yet.
L.4017, _ • qpialiTUTF..D AT








Grand. Vaster Ciroenag pf:
lows Met Mangum Lodge
Last ti*.ht at Fraternity
Odin;.
• . I
Yesterday morning at 2 o'clockk
the Paducah delegation returned' on
.its special train front Benton, where
they went the night before to be pres-
ent at the installation ceremonies for
the new lodge instituted there. It
was a very large and interesting gath-
ering that started the new lodge off
under flourishing conditions.
Tho. c v„-lio went Irons here were
Charles Smith, W. J. Gilbert, William
Morgan, Peter J. Bectenbach, Sam-
uel Cohn, Sterling Price, Harry S.
Judd. Chatle. McKinney, Frank 3
Diegel, dus Dishon, De Spain, B. I
Westbrook, A. F. Hunt. Walter Rost
W. H. Renfro, G. Z. Umbaugh.
jalTPCS Household-er, C. G. Kelly, 'Rich-
ard D. Clements,.J. D. Sacort and
John C. Reavie.
Accompanied by Grand Miaster A.
Wt Clements of the Kentucky state
lodge, the delegation left here Wed-
nesday afternoon at 5 o'clock aboard
the special train. The new lodge
started off with the following charter
members: S: N. Creason, J. F. Oran-
don. J. ha Johnson. E. C Dye-es, Jr.,
V. A. Stilley, James F. Houacholdir,
C. G. Kelly, William Morgan, Samuel
Whitener. Frank S Digel and George
Z. Umbaugh. The petitions were
then received and degrees conferred
upon the following. who were Allen-
by made full-fledged affiliates also, R.
1.. Moore, Thomas B. McGregor,
Samuel F. Fields, W. M. Reeder,,Ar
(Coneinond on Paige Five .)
MANY PEOPLE WANT THE
SIDEWALKS 12 FEET
••• 44•:*
THE clAOPF.RTY OWNERS ALONG KENTUCKY AVENUE, Jet.,
PERSON STREET, AND INTERSECTING THOROUGHEARES
WILL PROBABLY TAKE UP THIS QUESTION WITH THZ
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS AS NEARLY ALL OBJECT TO
PAVEMENTS ONLY SIX FEET IN WIDTH.
A city official yesterday said that
quite a clamor was going up from
the people along Kentucky avenue,
Jefferson street, and Sixth, Seventh
and Ninth i streets, for full width con-
crete sidewalks, and that he believed
the board of works would permit
these pavements to be twelve feet
wide if all the property owners
signify their desire for same awl
reduced to writing their wi'Lingness
to pay the 'entire cost.
The plans for the work provide
that the concrete sidewalks shall be
as wide as the old brick ones. twelve
feet, on the ,North side of Kentucky
avenue from Fourth to Fifth, and
that the new walks shall be twelve
feet in width on the South side of
the avenue between Fourth and Fifth.
with exception of immediately in
front of the Haupenthal and John
Orme property. The drawings then
stipulate that sidewalks six feet in
width shall then run out the avenue
on both side, to Ninth, with excep-
tion of in front of the Cumbeiland
Presbyterian church at Sixth and
Kentucky where it shal be twelve
feet for the sidewalk, and also run
clear up to the edifice steps.' On
Jefferson from Fifth to Ninth, and
on the intersection thoroughfares, the
walks are to be six feet wide.
Mrs. Orme and Mrs. Haupentlial
have asked the hoard of works to let
the walks be full width, twelve feet;
in front of their property, and this
being granted, it makes the pave-
ments for that entire block twelve
•
feet. Mr. Richard Terrell in tht„
!next block, Mrs. Captain Fowler izt
the next. Mrs. Davis, and in fact
hosts of property owners along everji
one of these thoroughfares being re'
constructed, have expressed a strong
desire that the pavements be as wide
a, the od brick ones, twelve feet
!as-experience having shown that dog-
, ing the bad months the six 'foot
walks with grassy plots on either
side are not desirable.
The property owners also believe ,Ao
trese streets are too close down in
the city's center for six foot walks,
which will hardly let one person pass
another, therefore the full width side-
walks are preferable.
Many of the property owners state
they have spoken to the board of
ipublic works and intend getting the
balance to petition that body, with
hopes of getting the hid width walks,
to which none should object, they
state, inasmuch as they pay the en-
tire cost of all the sidewalk work.
Several city officials have stated
that they believe the pavements
should be full width on Broadway
from Seventh to Ninth, as it is shown
that this year and last year the
people did not maintain the grassy
plots on tither side of the six foot
want* theaciore the..plots. were con-
verted. into little med-puddes and
very objectictnable.
LOST-O4 troaiway between
New Richmond House and 160,1.
Double watch chain with Jewish
Sake' and Masonic charm. Please re-
turn to Register office.
*
ilEW COMPANY PADUCAHAN IS OVER $1
00,000


















ING CHI Et' DEPUTY FOR
COUNTY CLERK DUR-
ING OTHER'S ABSENCE
The Attachemnt Suit of 
Malone
Against Kokerniller Has Been
Compromised—Other
Actions.
The "Gregory Heights Co
mpany"
filed articles of incorporati
on yester-
day with the county clerk, t
he incor-
porators being Charles E. J
ennings,
Lawrence Dallam and Henry 
Hughes,
who capita1.4e at $tho,000. the 
stock
being divded into shares of $tho
 each,
and 200 shares subscribed for by 
each
incorporator.
The company's highest amount
 of
indebtedness is to be $50,000. 
It is
the company that bought the 
Afton
Heights property from Oscar L. 
Greg-




Land on the Paducah and Hinkle-
ville road has been sold by M.
 H.
Weikel to Jennie Lockwood for $r.soo
and the deed filed for record with th
e
county clerk yesterday.
'Harrison De Haven transferred t
o
0. L. Gregory for Poo, land in the
county.
V. A. Brooks bought • from Susan
Gardner for $4.5oo property on cli
c
Wricadville road in the county.
Acting Chief Deputy.
Miss 'Elizabeth Edrington, chief
deputy to the county clerk, is taking
-
her month's vacation, and during her
absence the chief's dirties are beng
discharged by Ms s Bess Smedley, an-
other deputy, who is attendng to the
work exreptionally well, being thor-
oughly posted upon the public rec-
olds, and very apt at handling the
business.
Miss Genevie Miler, another of the
deputies, has returned from visitng
in LonisvIle, and resumed charge of
her desk yesterday.
Licensed to Marry.
Edgar Davis. aged 234 of Gra
ves•
county, and Mamie Page, aged 20.
 of
Carslisle county. were yesterda
y
granted a license to marry.
Sheriff's Offce Rent.
Yesterdnyin the county c‘-itirt Sher-
iff John W. Ogilvie was. all
owed
$25 as office. rent for the -mon
th of
July. All the county officials mai
n-
ttain offices at the court house. hut a
s
it would be -iery inconvenient to 
the
public for the sheriff to /met) his of
-
fice there, the county has for 
years
permitted him to maintain the 
office
down in the city and pay the ren
t
out of the public funds.
1 Merry-go-r
ound case,
Yesterday there was compromise
d
the case of Manager William Malobe
J of Wallace park against Frank Kok
e•
miller bac the latter flaying Po. Ma-
lone had sued him and attached Kok-
emiller's rnerry-go-rotmdi on the
ground that the latter owed the park
$119 rent for permitting the merry-
go-round operate on the park site.
Steen Given Tudiemerit.
Justice Emery yesterday gave John
Steen itidgment for $40.5o against the
Manufacturers' Automatic Sprinklcr
company of New York. The concern
was installing a fire sprinkling outfit
at the basket factory in Mechanics-
burg. and had Steen working for
them He fell into a vat and was in-
jiirect so he had to lay trp for three
weeks. The court gave him :he
anyiunt of his salary for that time.
On Account of His 
Great Work for




Information of quite a hig
h honor,
conferred was received y
esterday, by
Dr.. J. G. Brooks, the 
well-known
physician of this city, who r
eceived a
letter from Dr. George 
Brown of At-
lanta, Ga., acquainting the 
local pro-
fessional man with the fact 
that Dr.
Brooks has been chosen vi
ce president
of the "Anti-tuberculosis 
Association.'
of the United States, duri
ng the gath-
ering held by that orga
nization July
21, at ,..Atlanta, Ga. The 
unexpected
honor i$ quite a compti
ment, inas-
much as Dr. Brooks cou
ld not get
away from his practice to pa
rticipate
in the Atlanta session.
The association is one organi
zed by
the leading physicians of •th
e United
States, and yearly they 
assemble at
some city to discuss means for
 stainp-
ling out tabenculosis as far 
as pos-
sible. All the eminent 
practitioners
participate in these mammot
h gather-
ings, hundreds of leading med
ical men
being at Atlanta. They 
are doing
much good towards' the de
sired end
and hope to some day he abl
e to suc-
cessfully cope with the dre
ad malady.
Dr. Brown is the president of
 the as-
sociation, and informed Dr. 
Br000ks
that the next meeting would
 be held
during June, 1907. .at Atlan
tic City
New Jersey. The Paducah 
vice pres-






GREEK AND WOODS PAY
-
ING l5 too EACH.
Justice Emery Fined Greek 
$25, But
He Will Have to Pay $zoo 
If
He Sells Any More.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday 
relaxed
;Tito a little leniency inthecas
eswhere
he fined Joe Woods and Wi
llie Greek
$5o and costs rhe day before
 for sell-
ing liquor without a licens
e at their
refreshment stand near Wallac
e Park,
and also selling to minors. 
In letting
the accused off light the judg
e agreed
to let them pay a fine of 
$top each.
with the strict understand
ing that
they are not to sell any mor
e pale ale,
or other liquors claimed to 
be non-
intoxicating as long as they
 do, busi•
ness near the park. If they do
 sell any
of this kind of stuff, whic
h is intoxi-
rating. the same as straight 
out beer
etc., Judge Lightfoot wil
l compel
Greek and Woods to pay 
the remain-
der of the $1.15o fines and 
costs he
a sses%ecl them.
STOPS GIRL BATHERS' PARADE
Bradley Beach Says Ocean Grove
Must Keep 'Ern Out.
If the ()ecati Grove oirl, •.tte—nt
again, to steal over the Fletoher Lake
bridlge Sunday morning in their bath•
ing suits, as a whole bevy have been
doing all sum/trier, parading down the
sedate !Att.(' et .4 of Bradley Beach to
the bathing grounds, they will be con-
fronted by ten special policeinien. tin-
der instructions to place the girls in
the "cooler" pending explanation of
their conduct, says an Asbury Park
telegram.
The fiat has gone out from Bradley
Reach council at the instructions of
annoyed by the feminine procession,
annoyed b ythe, feminine procession,
, and who say if Ocean Grove is too
rnr! to let people inside its gates on
Siindny. it ought to he good enough
to keep its girls from going out in
their barla!ng suits The Bradley
Justice Charles Emery 
yesterday
took up and tried the wa
rrant the had
against Greek. charging 
him with
selling liquors at the stan
d without
a license. The justice fi
ned Greek
$2;, with the understand
ing that it
will be raised to Poo if a
ny more of
the beverage' is sold.
The Greek and Mr. W
oods have
promised not to dispose 
of any more A
s the excitement has quie
ted down
of the ,:tuff and the only r
eason Judge C
ounty Jailer James Faker
 expects
Lightfoot reduced his fine 
was in or-Ito rec
eive some word within th
e next
der to break up the sale of 
the liquor, frw 
(lay:, from the Mayfield, 
jailer
that being his main object.
 show
ing what is wanted don
e with
the negro Tunbrue. who 
was brought
here and put in the coun;
y jail for
safekeeping. The negro is 
chargel
with detaining a woman in 
Hickman
county and brought to Ma
yfield for
safekeeping, but on the nig
ht Allen
Matthews was lynched the 
Graves
county jailer sent him here 
for fear
'some attempts may be made 
to get
to him.
Everything is very quiet and pea
ce-
ful now at the capital of Graves.
 an
d. tickets can be attended
 to September






Peankford Has $50,000 Glass 
Factory





progress of industrial 
development iii
the Southern States is 
fairyly indi-
cated by the accompa
nying list of
new industries launched' 
in Kentucky
and Tennessee during th
e week en I

















Johnson City—$too,000 land a
nd
timber company; $110.000 box facto
ry.












BRIDEGROOM OF AN HOUR
SLAIN IN NORTH CAROLINA
Shot Down by Man Whose Sister
 He
is Said to Have Betrayed.
Raleigh, N. C.. Aug. 2.—A .spe
cial
from Charkete, N. C., to the Even
ing
Times says:
A telephone message from B
esse-
mer City states that W. M. Br
own, a
bridegroom of an hour. was sho
t and
killed by John V. Kincaid) at t
he
pot there yesterday.
Brown was married at &o'clock to
Miss Bette Perry, a Bessemer Ci
ty
girl. Theye were escorted to the d
e-
pot 'by a number of friends, an
d in-
tended going to Da.nville. wher
e the
honeymoon was to have been 
spent
As soon as the bridal party 
arrived
at the depot Kincaid, who w
as there
called Brown aside and wal
ked with
him to a nearby room. A m
oment
later five pistol shots rang ou
t. A
number of people rushfcl to th
e room
and found Brown dead. with 
Kincaid
standing by holdng a smoki
ng pistol
Death was instantaneous.
Kinca•id immediately gave 
himself
up to the authorites
It is said that Brown wa
s, to have
married Kincaid's sister, w
hom it is
alleged to betrayed some 
months ago.











at the Mouth About Miss 
Mc-
Lane and Was Arrested.
Excursion Rates Via,. ime 
Southern
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, Minn.-11tf.cio, Au
gust xo,
11 and ta. Return limit 
August 31,
with prvilege of extensiiion to S
eptem-
ber 30tb on payment of so c
ents.
C.
Denver, Colorado Springs a
nd Pu-
eblo, Col.--$36.00. On sale
 daily to
September 30th, with return li
mit of
October 31St.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On 
sale
daily the year round, good 
returning
within six myths.
Low Homeseelrers Rates 
to many
points in the southeast, wes
t and
1.
southwest on first and third 
Tues-
days of each moroh, June to 
Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, ti
ckets,
etc., call on any agets of the So
uth-
ern Railway or address.








, D. P. A.,
aville, Ky.
. P. A., St.
There is no virtue in the
Ileachers are also complaining of Sim- that make
s children say, "I






Helder /s So Narrow It D
oes Not
Cover Any Notes of Music
When Clamped Down.
Mr. Hugh Burrows, the sho
e man
of Rudy Phillips' establish
ments, is
preparing to forward to The 
federal
department at Washington an 
appli-
cation for a patent upon the
 new
music holder he has invented,
 and
which, it is believed, will 
result in a
good thing to him.
•When a musician plates' his sh
eets
of music upon the rack wh.le pla
ying
out in the open air he has to ha
ve a
clamp to hold the sheets and preven
t
them blowing away. These cla
mps,
all ever used thus far, are long f
inger.
like prongs of such width that 
they
covered many notes of the mus
ic
when placed to hold the sheets d
own
Mr. Burrows has invented a
 prong
just like the others, but which 
is very
narrow and does not hide 
any part
of the music, thus leaving it plai
n to
read each neste without hindranc
e.
Mr. Burrows is a musician, an
d he
quickly saw the need of som
ething
along this line. He has perfected
 his
model. which he will send to Was
h-
ington. He has shown the mod
el to
every Paducah musician, and th
ey
think it the best they have eve
r seen.
NOTICE.
TO THE CITIZENS OF 
PADr-
CAH. KENTUCKY:
We have completed arran
gements
whereby J. E Williamson & 
Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have become th
e agents
of your city for our celebrated 
Green
River White Bleaching 
Stone.
Anyone desiring anything 
in Cem-
etery work, would do well
 to see J.
F.. Williamson & Co., 





F. J. SCHOLTZ & S
ON.
The largest colored Vo
mit Men's
Christian Association s 
the world is
the colored branch of 
the /.:4‘s York
city association. which no
w has so°
members. It held a "soo jab
 lee" last
month to celebrate the 
attainment if
thi snumber.
Pierre—Do you see that 
lean over




Pearce—Get out! You 
can't fool








Ftzternal Order of E
agles. Dates
of sale August moth, 
irth and 12th,




Association. Dates of s
ale August
12th and 13th, t906, lim
ited to August
31, 1906. By depos
iting t.cket. and
paying fee of ao cents, 
tickets can





Sons of Veterans U. S.
 A. Dates of
sale, August 19th aid 
2oth, 1906,
limited to August 31, 190
t., Round-
trip rate, $11.55.
The annual $5.00 e
xcurshai to Chi-
cago v.a. I. C. R. R. 
w:.I be run
Tuesday. August atst. 
A great many
people are prepariesi to 
taks advan-
tage of this special 
excursion, which
is the most popular ru




tanqua. Dates of sale 
August lit
to 21st, 1906, limit Augu
st aand, 1906
Round trip rate $5.70, l
imit three day s
fin-se date of sale. Rou
nd trip rate
5415.
the probabilities are Tunbrue 
will be
shortly carried back.
The Mayfield Messenger of yes
ter-
day says as follows regarding a 
Pa-
clinch negro that "biitted in"
 and
may he ,•orry before he is fini
shed
with
'J'erry Whi'e. a negro, was arrested
Wednesda7, ac'ernonn near Pr
yors-
burg on a •• -irrant sworn out b
efore
justice Wing() on the charge o
f de-
famation of character in whic
h he
talked in a scandalous manner o
f the
character of Miss Ethel Mci
Ane.
White gives Vs home as 
Pachteahr
••t is working with a thresher."
Dr. Proper Notice.
The Paducah Bottling Co. is 
the
only company authorized to bo
ttle
Dr. Pepper in Paducah ,and adja
cent
territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. fit BOTTLI
NG
Sunday 1 CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
wish it
Try a Register want add.




cf the Republic. Dates o
f sale Aug-
oat nth, tath and 13th, 
too6, return
limit August 31at' tao6; 
by deposit-




....of the Hight at Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured C
lass and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. ft BALDWIN & CO.
W. T; MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUC
AH, IR?
Atlantic City, N. J. 
and rears—
$23.70. Dates of oak 
August and,
too6, return limit Aug
ust 13th, 1906.
Train No. Aliquot 
9th, 1906, re-
turn limit t 23rd, 
too& August




 Va., and re-
turn, $tff.7o. Tickets 
will be sold for
trains 122 and 102 of 
August loth,
and 104 on August tr
th, tsio6,
to August 25th, 1906.
.J. T. DOPIOV30, 
Agent. City
Office 510 Broadway.




Almost every coal dea
ler claims
Ins coal is best, but the
re is only one
toal that can prove it. Th
e Pittsburg
Coal office, 126 Bro
adway. Both





? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay







BY USIN G THE
"UNDERWOOD"
TYPEWRIT[11
"Saves 25 per cent. of the 
Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
.
























14AYOR YEISER AND CHIEF




:HE WANTS TO IMPORT
WOMEN FROM ST. LOWS
4CHIPPS BROTHERS TELE-
. PHONE THAT THIRTY
SACKS OF WHEAT WERE
SIGLEN FROM THEM.
-Frank Blanchard Charged With
Stealing Rope From Ayer-Lord
People—Chief Goes Back
Le •
A woman of the deminunde yes-
terday appeared at the office of
!Mayor Yeiser and Chief James Col-
-Iius and requested permission to open
a disorderly house in the residence
Sue Eggleston was run out of re-
cently on Tenth and Court street.
This newcomer said her name as
Edmunds and that sue hailed from St.
Louis.
The chief and mayor told her that
she could not open under any cir-
cumstances, and also that Paducah
had enough to contend with in this
Jane without having dissolute women
imported here from St. Louis or
-other cities. She was told of the
fact that 'quite a moral wave is
gradually growing and sweeping over
this community, and at this she said
she would go back to St. Louis and
in a month write the chief to know
bow the sentiment was and whether
the could come and open the house.
The chief told her that it was use•
lcos as she would not be permitted
to drop down in this community to
ply her vocation. This is the first
time the mayor's permission was ever




Sacks of Wheat Stolen.
Cltipps brothers, of Bayou Mills,
livingston county, yesterday re-
quested Acting Chief Frank Harlau
rf the police force to keep a look-
out for thieves who several nights
ago stole thirty sacks of wheat be-
longing to these brothers, who had
stored the sacks in a pile upon the
river bank, ready for shipment.
From different sources along the
river conic reports of depredations by
the river rats, who wait until the
farmers get their wheat, corn and
o:her crops in ready for shipment
The sacks filled with the products are
stored upon the river bank, to b•
handy when a boat arrives, and at
night the pirates ply their vocation,
stealing everything they can get their
hands upon.
Watch and Fob Lost.
Dr. Robert Coleman informed the
tfficers yesterday that one of his
idatighters lost on the street a lady'a
plain gold watch, with monogram
initial "R. C." on one side, while on
the fob is the initial "F. C."
Shantyboater Arrested.
Frank Blanchard a shantyboater,
was arrested yesterday by Officers
Cross and Johnson on the charge of
stealing many feet of rope from one
of the Ayer-Lord tie boats laying
over at Owen's island, in center of
the river. Blanchard was found
aboard his houseboat near the illi-
rois Central railroad incline North
of the city. It is charged that he
sold the rope.
Chief Came Home.
Chief James Collins returned yes-
terday morning from Livingston
county, where he and several others
. °X -chief's little grandson. Collins Clark.
are camping for several weeks. The
took ill and the former had to bring
the boy home. The chief returns to
their grounds today to remain until
-next Tuesday, when he comes again
to the 'city, in order to be on Ilan,'
tnd help handle the thousands of
colored visitors coming here August
il!Ith for their annual celebration.
Actor Paid Out.
Wm. Griggs. the actor, paid out of
a the city jail a day or two ago and
was realcased. He la the young fel-
low who got drunk at the New Rich-
mond hotel and flied his pistol out
the bedroom window, sending a bul-
let into the ice factory across the way
where it came ,near hitting two of
the colored laborers who were mak-






$100 BE PROHIBITION STATE
OKLAHOMA LIKELY TO
ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE WORKIN'l FOR CLAUSE IN'CONSTITU-
CHARLES BOUNDS TOUCHED TION—FIGHT ALREADY ON— CONGRESS HAS MADE IN-
DIAN TERRITORY DRY FOR NEXT TVb- Y-ONE YEARS.
TO THAT TUNE FOR
WHIPPING WIFE.
Hattie Dodds and Sarah Campbell
Both Put Under $5oo Bond
to Keep the Peace.
Arthur Bounds, colored, was tined
$tan and costs yesterday by Judge
Edward Pus-year in tho ordi,̂ enort
on the charge of smack lig his wife
several times very severely. She
found him in company with another
woman and he assaulted her.
Until today was continued the war-
rant charging Hallie Dodds and Will
Strickland, colored, with having en-
gaged in a fight.
In the warrant charging Jhe Dodds
woman with disordierly c ncluct she
was given a continuance tntil to-day
and then put under $ofbond to keen
the peace towards Sar4 G. Campbell.
The latter was put under the same
peat e bond
A fine of $5 each was assessed
against Finn Hamilto and Lyman
Wilan for engaging a fight.
Until today was conkinued the war-
rant charging Charles Warren with
permitting a ladder to obstruct she




ATTORNEY TAYLOR IS IM-
PROVING SLOWLY, AND
COMES HOME SOON.
Doctors Had to Amputate Leg of
Mr. Ben Tilley, the Plasterer—
Dodson Has Appendicitis.
A letter received by Mr. Peter J.
Bechanbach yesterday from Attorney
L. X. Taylor, stated that the !atter
hoped to be able to return to this
city by the 15th of this month, as
he was rapidly recovering from the
effects of the operation performed
upon him last last month when his
his leg was amputated at the Louis-
ville infirmary Mr. Taylor is now
at Boon Hill, Tenn., having left
I.ouisville and gone to the other place
!ifs, 25th. He says the trip weakened
him greatly, and necessitated his con-
finement for some days, but he is
flow able to walk from bedroom to
dining hall for his meals, and believes
will he all right again shortly.
Mr. Taylor has suffered from. an
affliction of his lower limb for many
years, and to save further troubl:
from that source, the doctors advised
removal of the limb, which was done.
Amputation Necessary.
Yesterday evening at Riverside
hospital the doctors removed the
lett leg, several nches above the
ankle, of Mr. Ben G. Tilley, thz
plasterer who resides at 1221 Trimble
street. The amputation was neces-
sary because of the fractured condi-
tion in which the bone was left whet
Mr. Tilley fell yesterday morning at
9-30 o'clock at the residence of 
Mr.
Ben Weil'e on Eighth and Jefferson
streets.
Mr. Weille is remodeling his resi
-
eence and Mr. Tilley was standing
upon a platform six feet above the
floor in one of the rooms, nail
ing
laths to the wall, when he stepped
upon an end of the board 
that
toppled upward, anti let him fall to
the floor with sufficient force 
to break
the leg at ankle, while the 
bones pro-
truded through the skin, le
aving the
foot hanging to leg with 
only the
tendons of muscle. He is about 63
years of age and the 
doctors think
he will get well.
Has Appendicitis.
'Sephus Dodson. white, 
was yester-
day moved from his r
oom above tit:
Chinese laundry on 
South Third
„street. to the city hospital, 
where he




Miss Maggie Budde of too8 
South
Twelfth street is suffering from
 a
broken left wrist, causing by fall
ing
from a bench on which she 
was
standing watering flowers, at her
home.
Overcome By Heat.
Owen Kerth, the son of Mr.
August Kerth, of 8r5 South Fifth
street, was overcome with the heat
yesterday whi'e playing at his home,
and was quite ill for a while.
Otart,Int ahd unhealthy water stand '
on the factory grounds at Third and Things
t/Ortoyt genets. eousness.
Breach of Ordinance..
A warrant was issued yesterday
against the Paducah Furniture factory
charting the concern with a breach
of city law by arowing a pool of
Unreal are. foes to right-
Guthrie, 0. T., Aug. 2.—There re-
mains little doubt but that Oklahoma!
will vote on prohibition in the new'
state. The electors will be given an
opportunity to express their prefer-
ences within the next few days, if
plans now being laid by the Anti-
Saloon league and other temperance
organizations of the territory do not
miscarry.
"•-• tat---7ent is seasIe on good
authority that prohibitionisss will
either make an effort to have a
clause incorporated in the Constitu-
tion, or the matter will he presente
to the voters of the new state sep-
arately at the tine they vote on the
state's constitution.
Anti-Saloon Plans.
Rev. Marion Porter of Enid, who
is one of the leading prohibition
workers in Oklahoma. announces that
one of these plans will be carried out
by the anti-saloon forces.
Mir. Porter says the first move will
he to ask that the 'prohibition ques-
tion be subniiitted separately and
voted on at the tiirts the constitntion
is ratified. Friends of prohibition
have mode an exhaustive canvass of
the territory, with the result that they
are confident the majority of the
voters are for prohibition.
Rev. Nile Porter and ocher leading
prohibitionists believe the prohibition
movement does not need the backing
incorporation of such a clause in. the
constitution would give it, but that it
will win in a walk the first time it is
presented to the people.
What Lndian Territory Got.
Prohibition for twenty-one years
has been declared in the enabling act
for the section of the new state now
embraced in Indian Territory and cer-
tain sections where there are Indian
reservations.
Indian Territory people believe that
congress has not given them a square
deal in this matter, and that pro-
hibition should have been extended
by congress over the whole of the
new state or not at all.
Therefore. if there is not an agree-
ment that the question shall be voted
on separately, the chances are to to I
the delegates from Indian Territory
will force the prehibition question
into the constitutional convention.
and will stand almost solidly for a
prolhibition clause in the basic law of
the new state. In that event they
will have enough delegates from the
Oklahoma Territoryi side who are
friends of prohibition to insure the
adoption of prohibition by a large
majority.
Warning to People.
"What is same for the goose is
sauce for the gander," is the way In-
dian Territory people look at the
matter.
The Oklahoma Issue, the official or-
gan of the Anti-Saloon league in Ok-
lahoma, believes in taking no chances.
and if she first of its plan fails the
organization will be assured of
enough friends in the convention '0
push prohibition thtrough.
After warning the people that fail-
ure to incorporate prohibition will
mean that the best calss of settlers
will go to the Indian Territory side
of the state, and that the scum of the
surrounding states will be poured in
upon the wet section of the state. The
Issue continues:
"It is, therefore, absolutely essen,
tial that we secure prohibition for the
whole state. This can be done only
by choosing prohibitionists for dele-
gates to the constitutional conven-
tion. Every pastor, every temperance
worker, every church and religious
organization should bend every en-
ergy to the taski of securing prohibi-
tion for the state."
Political Machinery Started.
J. J. Thompson, superintendent of
the Anti-Saloon league of Oklahoma
has started to carry out this plan. He
addressed the Farmers' Union at Te-
cumesh on constitutional prohibition
At Shawnee he 'started a movement
to organize a branch of the Anti-
Saloon league in that town and Pot-
tawatomie county. Hie said:
"The niain objeet---now is to elect
prohibition men to the constitutional
convention. An aggressive entry in-
to politics will he made by the league,
and we expect to make a candidate
pledge himself before he will secure
the support of the members of the
Anti-Saloon league.
Expect to Win Victory.
"With the immense victory we ex-
pect to win in Indian Territory and
the delegates from Oklahoma. that
will vote wth them, we expect to
place a prohibition clause in the con-
stitution. C. W. Mliller of Tecumseh
a banker, will probably he the Anti-
Saloon league candidate for Pottawa-
tomie county."
As an illustration of the growth of
the prohibition cause in Oklahoma
Territory, where the law permits the
sale of liquor, the Anti-Saloon league
and other ternoerance organizations
have succeeded in banishing the
saloon from seventy-five towns in the
territory.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion ott of Paducah.
.41•-•
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of plea.v.:re, corruor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jai







Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage &sae:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over St.5o each, without
treats; Sa.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
farther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent




tADUCAH REAL En- WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM;. M
O
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WittreERN
KENTUCKY REAL 11ST ATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SIND FOR IT.
ilDu ay. WMITT1CMOst 11,1%.411Uosot, Kis
Mattil, Efinere Co.
-JUndertakers and nriiers,
is. THIRD BifIliff; Z pDucAK?_7'






? litheff Pilillef Fl all lg.) 64' r.;
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
•
fits Introduce)-50 14-r pair.
We Will Sell NAILS, TACKS
You a Samg,le 
OR ALAS!
'N9117 LET
Pair for OUT THE AIR
(OMIlt WITI4 ORDER SAGO
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS. NAILS, TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred The,-sand pairs dee In Waal am. Ovw
Seventr-flve Thos.^70 pairs sold last ymr.
Coal Reduced
to 13c Per Bushel
CT WAS




MON TM PITTSBURG COAL CO.







Steam and Hot Water tleatino.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
from aso-
at ass prue
or on ass k•nd of term', until you have received our complete Fres Cata-
logues illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grad,
bicycles, old patterns and !Attest models, and learn of our remarkable LOH
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factors
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE SHIP ON APPROVAL rrkaossi a cent deposit, Pay tie rimiest and
allow 10 hays Free Trial said make other liberal terms which no othei
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vain
able information by simply writing us • postal.
We need • Mame Amine in every town and can offer an opportunitj
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
DO NOT 131IY A BICYCLE
.$8„ 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES °NLY
.80  $402
Plintfois the thlek rubber tread
"A" and pianeter• wasirss "B"
and "D." labia elan asstp




alliaillf1UPTiois. Made in all sizes. Tt ta lively and easy riding, very durable and lined Inside
with • special quality of rubber, wRich never become', porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more that
en ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specla 
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction,. The regular price of these
tires is p 5o per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a special factory price to the rider
of only $.$ So per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D on approval.
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as repasented.
We will allow a cash dlsoonnt of 5 per cent (thereby making the price S4.55 per pail) if you send
rucA. CASH WITH ORDR: and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and .,,o Sampson metal puncture closers on fall paid orde
rs (these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife outs OT heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliare and money gent to us is as sate as in • bank. Ask your 
Postmaster,
Banker, Express or 7reight Agent or the Editor oT this paper about us. If you order a 
pair of
these tires. you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last lo
nger and look
finer than any tare you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be 
so well pieased
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us 
a small t
order iii once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
00ASTER-DRAIIES, 
nntit-up-whemsts, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, •
everything in the bicycle line are sotd-hy us at half thaiusuaf
prima charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
DO NOT WAIT 
hut write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING.'
bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new
wonderful offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. 
Write it NOW.
BUD CYCLE COMPANY, Dopt.'"J L" 01101104 ILls
43 Copies tor t cent
THE CHEAPEST ;METHOD OF THEM ALL
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65
YOU CAN/MAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
What more do you want? Try a dozen sheets,











it Register Tiuttaling, 323 Broadway.
JAMES- E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
'ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered as the postofftce of Padu-
cah, Hy., as second-class mail matter
One Year 
Six Months  
Three Months




Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, August 3, icio6.
Republican tiypeacriey.
When the Demoeratic party for-
sook the tariff issne and plunged
-blindly after the newsi'angled money
issue better known as "'Free Silver,"
it did itself more harm than it can
ovearcAxne in twenty-five yes. It
lost the confidence of a greet -mass
of Democrats, and the business man
of the East. It will be said that fiste
millions or more of Democrats voted
the ticket. Yes., they chicL but not one- •
fourth of that number actually be::
lieved the free silver doctrine to be
sound and sane—Hwy were actuated
by what is called party regularity.
For twenty-five years Democratic
leaders preached the evils of high
tariff and the pernicious results of
the protective tariff. They predict d
disaster to the American consumer;
and need we argue that they were
right? No! The gigantic trusts and
ecrtrobinations of capital acquired by
reason of the tariff, -speak for them-
selves. just as conditions were ripen-
ing, the Democratic party acted the
fool. and ehe shrewd moan with money
had full sway, and millionaires were
created in a night. A bugaboo in the
SilaPC Of a Gold Bug was put up, and
the Deniocratic party bent every
energy towards demolishing him, but
they could not hurt him. Discovering
how they had been hoodwinked, the
party returned to the battle ground
and now finds itself opposed by veri-
table giants—the trust and) corpora-
tions with monopolies.
Tht tRepoilican party is the party
esof hypocrites, and now after fasten-
ing on the people the iniquities of
protective tariff, it turns around
den can ces its OWU progeny,
trust'.
Ito the Iowa Republican state con-
vention Thursday, the Roosevelt
policy was given a black eye. In the
platferm the-plank in regard to cor-
porations reads:
''We are unalterably opposed to the
dootation of corporate influence in
pubile affairs. We favor the enactment
of ?ngent statutes to purge the
polit of our state and the nation
fronalhe corrupting influences of cor-
porate power and we pledge ourselves
to tlleenactment of such laws as wiil
render it ustprolitable and unpopular
for'edrrr rations to engage in politics
cr in any way contribute to political
e,ampa i gn s. "
- Then the hypocrites turn right
around and in the next plank indorse
the protective tariff by r.aying:
"We arc uncompromisingly in favor
of the American system of protection.
netges ei foreign ime uss should n
be levied for revenue only, but should
be so adjusted as to promote our do-
mestic iterests, enlarge our foreign
markets, sectrhe remunerative prices
for the products of our factories and
farms and maintain a superior scale of
wages and standlard of living for Am-
tricot) labor. Wise and unselfish
tariff laws mlintained in the interest
of, ,the general welfare, equally op-
posed to foreign control and domestic
mclitopoly, are essential to our corn-
triereital and industrial prosperity. We
ibelieve that all inequalities in the
tarlff schedules which inevitably arise
from changing industrial and co-tamer
eial conditions -should be adjusted
from time to time, and condemning,
without reserve all assaults upon the
protective system. we favor such reas-
onable and timely changes Sc will
keep the tariff in harmony with our
industrial and commercial progress."
The only real difference between
the Oemocratic and Republican par-
ties is the. tariff question, and it is
quite refreshing to note that the Dem-
ocratic party is now going back, t.r)






The 'Cairo Bulletin does Mayfield
t! grave injustice in its iiccoupt of the
execution of the negro' jtltattfis
at that place Tuesday • evening, and
'that paper -certainly received its in-
•The Bulletin refers to the crowds as
the "wildest ,nsob in the history oi
the south," and states that:
When pronounced dead, the body
of Mathis was cut down and members
of the rn Ib, headed by a brass band
.playing- "There Will Be a Hot Time
in the Old Town Tonight," paraded
through the stets, carrying the dead
negro. -in art ff/trn coffin," and also
says -"Mathis was practically lynched
under -the jurisdiction of the court."
and- that "the jury never left their
seam"
While•the incident does not mater-
ially affect Paducah, yet the unjust
reflection on Mayfielel .is an injury to
Kentucky. • There was a large crowd
there, but- aside from, the conduct of
a dozen :individuals good order pre-
vailed's-it-was not a mob. A mob is
a gathering for unlawful purposes.
Had it been a mob the negro would
have been taken as soon as he step-
ped from the train.
There was no band playing in that
city that evening. The deputy sheriffs
executed the negro in pursuance of
the orders of the -court. When dead
the body was turned' over to tile cor-
oner, and conveyeddirect to tke court
house gate and the serowd permitted
to view the remains.
The negro that Was -hong not only
admitted his guilt. 'but •bested of his
heindus crime, and there were no
good reasons for delaying :his exe-
cution.
The Tactics of the Enemy.
In the fight for improving the moral
conditions of Paducah the men -and
women -who stand for law and moral-
ity may esspect to be villified and tea-
ruced by those who profifit by law-
less and immoral conditions. That
gang of schemers will not come out
in the open but will have their tools
to do' their nefarious work. Their
chief stock in trade is in -misrepresen-
tation and thereby enlisting the sym-
pathy and. influence of many a good
man who ..locs not take the time to
investigate and ascertain the troth.
For years that gang has bad the ei:v
by the throat, and tholtd of tainted
dollars have reached ockets
reason of the disgrace condition 
and they do nut hesitate to prosiitute
any man or set of men to lend aid to
their cause. The good people of Pa-
ducah. must stand together and: up:
hold-every man who is sincere in mak,
ing Paducah a better city. They mutt
stand together as a unit tci oppose
any and evety'r lig of a sinister na-
ture. The seople iolho build up a cisy
are those who ICIsTafearing and
law-abiding, all others tear down.
The Mayfield Hinging.
(Louisville Post.)
For the crime committed by Ma-
this the law inflicts death, and Mathis
is dead, hanged by the sheriff of his
county.
In open court, accused and con-
fronting the jury, Mathis pleaded
guilty. His guilt has never been
doubted. He admitted it before trial.
and there ...vas no necessity for any
of the ordinary processes of delay.
The law aims to establish justice. It
has done its utmost in this case, and
that is inadequate.
The accompaniments of the trial
were unusual, because the crime Was
unusual. May the time never come
when such a crime will fail to arouse
a community to fury.
But it should be fully restrained' to
keep time with the steps of the law.
Only by law may justice be estab-
lkhed so that no man need fear for
his life and no 'woman r fear any man.
Haste and passion no doubt marked
the proc•eeeings all day yesterday, but
certain business calls for haste. The
forms of law have been too often
perverted, and the processes by which
an innocent man accused me), be
given fair play a square deal have
so often been perverted to shield
crime that there is a natural impa-
tience among the people with certain
- eerning the trial of
criminals. In this case of Mathis
there was no necessity for any delay.
The guilt of the man was estab-
lished beyond all doubt, and the' swift
execution of the law's sentergs saved
him from execution by the mob.
CURIOUS RAILROAD ITEMS.
Fifteen years is the average life of
a wooden railway sleeper.
At a railway statism just outside
Bridlington there is a garden in which
the flowers have been arranged to
form the words, "Tickets, please!"
The world's oldest railway carriage
in use may he seen at St. Rollox, near
Glasgow. Built for the Aberdeen
Railway in r848, and still having the
guard's outside roof seat intact, it
serves as a railway men's- hothy,(hut
Near Bowling Station, on the Lan-
arkshire & Dumbartonshire Railway
is the unique spectacle of the high-
ways of the world—road. river, canal
and railway—sidle by side, and well







WILL BE PLACED ON SALE
AT DIFFERENT STORES. ,
Committee Recommit:rids That Car
Line Be Sold Franchise to Ex-
tend Tracks Over Nineteenth.
Last evening a meeting was held
'ay the railroad ittnuititikteg. of tlieucity
legislative boards, dutilor , which time
they had General Manager John
Bleecker of the street ears earn/rainy
to confer with them regarding the
half fare .rate charged children be-
tween 5 and 12 years of age. After
talking over the matter at 'sdnie
length, the committee finaly decided
to leave it to Mayor Yeiser to st-
range for settlement of the proposi-
tion that has arisen, and the prob-
abilities are the ca tt people will put
their half fare coupon books on sale
at different stores around the city
for convenience of the childrea
atrons.
At present the car company keeps
the half fare coupons at their office
on Broadway, where all the childrer
have to go to purchase them, Then
if a child happens to get aboard a
car, they are charged full fare if they
do not have the ha'f fare coupons
In the franchise sold by the city te
the car company broad provisions are*
incorporated that children between s
and 12 years of age shall not be
charged more than half fare under
any consideration, nothing being sail
about coupons, it being supposed the
ccnductor would carry them and
make the half rate change. During
the conference last evening it was
*suggested that Mr. Bleecker have his
coupons placed on sale at different
stores along the various routes
csvered by the car line, so the
;laces of sale woud be convenient
for the children, and obviate the
necessity of paying full fare until
they can get down to the line's head
(starters to buy the tickets. Mr.
Kleecker said there was no way to
rng up a half fare ' in the fare
register aboard the cars. therefore
the conductors, if they took aY;
cents in money from the children
would be in a position to "knock
down." The discussion closed by
leaving it to Mayor Yeiscr
arrange the best way possibe.
The committer Aast ,night,,efirnsid•
and the application of the street,car
brie that the system be sold a fran-
chise to extend the tracks out from
Broadway and Fountain avenue
along Broadway to Nineteenth street,
over Nineteenth to Guthrie avenue,
and along the latter thoroughfare to
the Old Mayfield road. If the rails
,Ire run out Broadway, there
to be widened, for their accommoda-
t:on, the long fill spanning alradsliaw
c-eek several hundred. feet beyond
Fountain avenue on Broadway. velii'e
the 'ow ground will have to ...be
filled up on Nineteenth between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue. Tht
car company agreeing•to fill the low
places, and pay for widening the
Broadway fill, the committee det4ded
to recommend to the fu I legislative
boards that the franchise be -sOld
them for the desired extension over
the highways mentioned.
One other question was before th-
committee, that of the Illinois ten -
(rat, and S. C. & Si, railroads
keeping watchmen at their gates of
night, or placing electricaly operated
gongs that resound loudly when a
train is approaching the public cross-
ing, and thereby warn the people
going that way. The committee left
this with the mayor to arrange with
the management of the two roads
The mayor has already called attete
tion of the rosds to the neovision of
the ordinances which call for either
the gatemen or gongs.
BITS OF FUN.
Mtrs. Knicker—Why do you call
your coolc "Lent?"
Mrs. Backer-6h! We've kept her
forty days.—Harzer's Bazar.
'
"A man has been hurt in one of
those French political duels."
"Thatought to put an end to them."
--Cleveland Plain Dealer. °
Dick-4 know a girl who accepts
rings from men she clAesn't know.
Clara—T don't believe it. How
ccttrld, she' •A
slie has to, you know:
phe's a telephone girt—Illustrated
Bits.
"I understand, that he a con-
firmed bibliophile." said the Boston
maid.
"Well. he May have been." replied
her Chicago cousin, "but he's on' the
water wagon now."—Chicago aily
News. ,
Very Stout Squire—,But I tell you,
sir, this road is ptivate. and you shall
not ,pas except over my prostrate
body!
"All right, sagtv-nor. I'll go back.




FEASIBILITY OF MUNICIPAL CONTROL WELL DEMONSTRAT-
ED AT PORT ARTHUR—LESSON FOR OTHER TOWNS—CA-
NADIAN CITY OPERATES STREET RAILWAY, LIGHTING
PLANT AND TELEPHONES AT PROFIT.
Port Arthur, Canada, Aug. 1.—If
somebody had only told hint about
Port Arthur, Canada, Mayor Dunne
of Chicago would not have been corn-
, pelted to cross the ocean to get an
expert on the practical operations 01
municipal ownership. He could have
found any number of them on this
el`natinent.
Almost any citizen of Port Arthar
woftlel have answered the purpose,
and not one of them would have
thrown a 'blanket on the contentions
of Dunne or Johnson, or any other
of the insistent municipal ownership
advocates. Nobody in Port Arthur
has the slightest doubt about the
practical operation of its utilities by
the munieipality.
Every stranger who drops into the
hospitable little city at the head of
Lake Superior, on the Canadian sided
:is forced to become familar with tile
town's method and manner of doing
business before he can make any kind
of headway in any other direction.
If the is a drummer he can't sell any
goods tmtil he visits the municipal
power plant and is nformed about the
street railways, and the electric lights.
If he comes to talk about grain eleva-
tors he must first hear about how
the telephones are run and the very
,infterior service which the Bell Tele-
phone company supplied, and which
was thrown into Lake Superior by
an indignant municipality in order
.,hat the real thing in the way of tele.
phones might be put in by the mit-
nicpal board.
All Municipal Experts.
Every citizen in Port Arthur is
clwicked full of information about
municipal ownership, and carries
about with his the last quarterly ktate-
Invent of the railway and light com-
mission. He knows to a cc:it just
how much profit there was ii the
operation of the water works, alit can
tell you to a cent the profits for the
last quarter from the telephone sys-
tem.
Incidentally, he will, explain that
the rival town of Port Will:am, six
miles away, is helping to nay the
taxes due on Port Arthur real estate
because the street railroad* which con-
nects the two towns of approximately
he. same population is owned by the
numicipality of Port Arthur. Theie-
ore, when a Port William citizen
pays 5 cents to -the street car con-
ductor he contributes a mite to every
individual taxpayer in the rival town
Although the street railroad does
Arot give the citizen any redttction in
car tickets, which other citiss do not
enjoy the teie_phone vervics is much
less. The enthusiastic advocate of
municipal ownership in this town will
not forget to explain that tile Bell
cnntriany used to (-barge $36 a year
for a business telephone. which is
now supplied for $24, and that a resi-
dence telephone costs only 512 a year.
Ile lanows, too, that Port Arthur is
the only town on the American con-
tinent witch owns and operates all of
its utilities, and is very fc.id of ex-
plaining s-hy all this came v'iotst.
The most conspicuous citizen of the
town is a member of the railway and
light commission: The membership
of the commission is restricted to
tihree, and one is elected rsch year
It is a greater honor to be a member
of the commission than ; is to be
mayor or alderman.
.As a merraber of the boare. the cit-
izen 'n-ho has been honors I by his
municipality must serve without pay.
He can't even issue a pass to a num-
ber of -his )wa family, and there are
absolutely no ward heelers in this
town to take care of.
Nobdv R'des on Passes.
Nlobody rides on passes in this
town, and -perhaps that is one of the
reasons wihv mimic-pal ownership is
possible. There are better reasons
however, for the falls of Current riv-
er are almost in the city limits, and
all of the power necessary for u.se in
either manufacturing or for the pur-
poses of electric operation of any kind
are supplied by this convenient
stream. The city has appropriated
everything, and the manufactitrer
must do business on easy terms with
it.
Port Arthour is not burdened with
political agitators,. There are ith
lieutenants to reward or indigent rela-
tives to care for with public office.
The only politics which concerns it
is the ever-present agitation involising
the development of Port William.
In the contest for supremacy be-
tween the two towns there is no di-
viscon in. either of them. Everybody
in Port Arthur loyally supports the
town government. but he is no less
genuine in his loyalty than the citizen
of Port William. Everybody in each
,mamitipality is thoroughly convinced
that this town is to be the metropolis
at the head of Lake Superior, and he
cannot pee, as the stranger does, that
prime day the itwo-eltitei most grow
_together, and- that what benefits one
cannot fail to be of advantage to the
\-c'ther. How Taxes Are Paid.
tlue-half of the taxes of Port. Ar-
thur are paid from the revenues de-
rived from its water works, lighting
plant, street railway and telephone.
The total investment ny the muniei-
rality was only $15o,000 and last year
the net inCome was $36,000. Of course
it wordidhe impossible to continue
these proportional figures if the city
should grow to a larger population
and, of course, would be impossible
in a city where millions were involved
to have the officials devote  their ex-
clusive time to enterpriFes w:tliont
compensation.
The mon-lyre of the railway and
light commission meet only after busi-
ness hours, and perhaps not oftener
than twice a week. But even if Port
Arthur cannot be pointed to as an ob-
ject fessintf-the story is unique and
well worth the telling.
It is hardly conceivable that other
municipalities conlei fail to profit to
some extent, at least, by the experi-
ence of this splendid) town in Canada.
Port Aithur and Fort William are
the lake 'hipping ports for the west-
ern 'Canada wheat belt. Each has a
magnifecnt harbor and gigantic ele-
vators. Port Arthur and the Canadi-
an Pacific Railway are now, and for
years have been, at war with each
other. If there had never been a
quarrel between them there would
never have been a story to tell about
municipal ownership under a Port Ar-
thur date line.
It is not necessary for the purposes
of this story of municipal ownership
to enter tato the merits o• the con•
tr•7versy. Tint it is necessary to to•
fer to it in order to explain how the
present conditions came about Dis-
interested persons will tell you that
both town and the railroad company
were at faith and that a hot-headie•1
person '4 importance /0 each made
tteir differences irreconcilable. Pint
Arthur concluded that the railroad
company was trying to dodge the
payment of taxes sn property wh.-,4e
Hie uas under chspute, and a very
as-ertivs rrnyor caused a passanger
train todt be attAched and held untl
payment Was tnfoi cect
Antageviring a Rialroad.
This action very naturally incensed
the railroad officials. Sir William Van
Horn, president of the Canadian Pa-
cific. is a man not slow to anger, and
in his wrath he asserted: "T veal
make the grass erOw in the street;
of Port Arthur."
The development of Fort William
began, and.f?r several years it looked
very touell,ge if the threat would be
ina.le good. The people of Port Ar-
thur. towever. were not of the type
to surrender without effort. They
began to cut about them to see what
could be done. They had a harbor,
an ideal location for a city and a
splen:d watercal' just outside then
coreGrate limits. If the railroad
would not bring a station to Port
Arthur they were determined to make
their town accessible through an elec.
Mkt railway, and so the subject was
canvassed at mass meetings raged for
the purpose, and it was decided to is-
sue bond s and operate their own
street railway4.
From the vcry beginning the sys-
tem was suit-cient of a sive s
denionstrat/i that altimately it wou!r!
be a pronotineed success, and ine
story which tells the tale most elo-
quently is the toitement of income
exerne;iiires issued by the 
pi•rat.cii tif the town of Port Arthar
Gross income from the street rail-
road, $42.936; from the electric light.
$36,233; from the telephone system,
88.571. Cost of administration--
Street railroad. $to,t8o; electric li.at
$11.84o; telephone system, $2,301.
The figures given under "co* of
administration" include the salary for
•atoperintendence and the clerical staff
required for the operation of these
industries., The street railroad is car-
rying charges on some $156.000 worth
of bonds. Of these, $14,000 were de-
voted to improvement of the Current
river. The lighting and telephone
systems are bondel proportionately.
Pers,Arthur'sinsayor. after briefly.,re-
viewing these figures. said,:
"I confidently expect to see the dny
when the property owner of Abis
-flee and rece:ve a check ac his ro-
town will walk up to the auditolof-




The loneliest railway station in the
world is situated nn the Sudan Mili-
tary Railway, in the heart of the great
.Nubian Desert. It consists of a cou-
ple of maid huts, a signal box, a well,
and one or two oirthines. A train is
only seen at this station twice a
week.
A. St. Ti-es dog successfully chased
a railway train the other day. Left
behind on the St. Ives platform by its
master, who was traveling to God-
manchester, the animal raced the line
and came up with the train at a level
crossing where the signals were at
danger. The dog barked loudly and














to _too horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.










Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Spohirs.
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" bo.iilet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pus.
Agent, Louisville, Ky. °
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent Pass.








We handle all the finest and daint-
eat articles with the utmost care,



















IN THE DOUBLE HEADER.i.ES- Danviile 4.
BROXE EV114 uVincennes, Ind., Mtg. 2.—The ckers were given a great big goose
, Vincennes, 2; Danville, o.
' - 14 i I by,, the 11oosier;:i jsit to y's game:
RH E
0 I 2
TERDAY. EACH CLUB TOOK 
Visrennes  e 4 0
Batteries.--Christmen and Ott; Per-
ONE. due and Matteson.
Rather Slim Crowd Out to See•




Tail ' Today' iv "Ladies Day'‘'at the base
ball park, and all are admitted at the
nominal cost of ten cents each.
How They Stand.
W. L. Per.
Vincennes  57 32 .640
Cairo ..... 47 42 .528
Jackicsonville  45 44 .505
Paducah  '  4-0 47 .460
Danville  4 49 .456





The Indians hrnke even with Mat-
toon in the &liable headier. winning
the second game by the length of' a
pin head Was a great hatite on both
sides, played good ball and the fans
were guessing from start to finish
who the lucky score wsiuld fall to.
First Game-
1111a t t oon— ab. r .1)b po a
King. ss  ,11P T I
Doyk.  ,4.I 1 I 3
Langdorn lb  4- 47 2 10 o
Berkeporte. i,:..31 o 4 2
Barkley, If  4 0 1 1 0
Johnson. s '4 0 0 4 2
• Lane. rf  4 0 • ,3 t
cf  4 0 0 2 '0
Powell, p  20 1 I 1
Totals--
Paducah— r
Taylor, cf  3 1 0
Rrahic. rf  1 0 0
00igley. t  3 o o
Cooper. ss  3 0 1
Wetzel, 14,  4 1 2
Lloyd, If 3 0 0
Haas. 0
Downing. c  4 1 1
Asher. p  . 0 2 1
— — —










2 3 4 5 7 R q—RHE
. I 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0-5 A 1




Struck out—By Powell, 3; by Ash-
ea.!.
'Hit by pitched- ball---.Berkporte
Powell.
Left on hailes--M113300P. 3; Padu-
cah. 3
T-me of irame—t :45.
Umpire—VViight-Jokerst.
Second frame—
Mattoon-- ab r bh po a e
Rinsr.  4 0 I 2 2 1
Doyle. 3b   1 00 2 0 0
Lantrtion. th  300 200
Rerlenorte. ab 4 0 1 1 2 0
Barkley. lf  4 0 I 4 0 0
Johnson. e .......•• 4 00000
Lane. rf .. 4 0 0 0 0 0
cf ...... 3 0 0 1 0
1•Inore, p  3 0 1 1 4 1
Total,— 10 0427 9
roducalt— ab r bh
Taylor. .cf  4 0
Arabic. rf  4 0 1
Quigley. 2b  4 0 1
Cooper. ss  4 1
Wetzel. tb 2 0 1
Lloydt If 3-11—T
Mao, it)  ••• 3 o- 1
Downing. c & s 0 •
Miller, p  3 0 0
Totals- - 6
Inning"— t a t 476 7













y eel!, 5; by Mil-





The first gamic on the opening
series with Mlattohni was won by the
victors in sate sixth; bunched hits on
'Asher and' matt# few genres; in ths
second inning they stood 3 to in fa•
or of the Redskins.
The home fans are 'elegy slim at
the ball park and it looks ait if all
interest was lost.
Brace itn Rod give the Indians the
glad hand'.
l's 'sot foe, 3111te to., reach second
pi-re iç no higher.
The Inslianosaekb. to still he a little
Sot" ever.the'r heats while away on
their last trlo around the circuit.
Perry is out of the game with'
Conner playing short.
broken fingger.
Cairn: r• Jackhonvilles o.
Cairo. I11. Amt. 2 —Cairn won
























-The club has resumed .corrmuenee-
ment of the games at 3:30 o'slock
eaCh afternoon, instead of 4 o'clock.
as they experimented; with before
starting out in the circuit. All games
from. now on will start at 3:30 except
when double headers, are played when
they begin at 2:30. The first double'
header will he next Sunday, and the!




MRS. DR. VORIS ENTERTAINED
INVITED FEW YESTERDAY
AT NOON.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greer Chaper-
oned Large Crowd on Hay Ride
Last Evening.
afirs. J. Victor Voris of West
Broadway entertained at noon yester-
day with an elegant luncheon, com-
plimentary to Mrs. Wood of Baton
Rouge, La.. who is the guest of Mrs.
Birdie Campbell of Broadway. Cov-
ers were laid for eight, while the color
scheme of green ariV. white was very
beautiful, and .coritinued into the
course repast of many delicacies.
The guests were Mrs. Wood, of
Raton Rouge. Misses Miller and New-
ton. of Circleville, Ohirr,'Mrs. C. L.
Van Meter. Mrs. Birdie Campbell




A jolly crowd of young people en-
joyed a fine hay ride lest evening, it
being a most excellent time for an
outing of this character, the moon
shining brightly and cool breezes be-
ing refreshing. Mr. and Mra' Charles
Greer of South Fourth street chaper-
oned Ole young people, who were:
Misses 'Carrie Diann andl sister. Ma-
bel Vogt. Dixie Loudermilk. Ethel,
McAhhon. Mamie Broyles. Willie,
?Ritter. Carrie Crider. Josenhine Elder
Ellen Metzger. Lillian Dicke. Maggie
Berger, and M . loriepit VOW.
Henry Ruoff. Robert l'ytitat Frank.
Berger. Basil Dicke. Albert Metzger I
Charle• Berger, "Uncle Gus" and M: i
Mitchell.
Affair Postponed..
On :lei-mint of a conflicting dance
at the nark pavilion tonight, Miss!
Louie Thomas of 1112 North Thir-
teenth street has postponed until next
Friday the lawn party she inteded l
giving this evening at her home, in
honor of the Misses Burkham of
Cincinnati. w ho are visiting Conductor
Burkham's family.
Supper at Park.
Misses Helen McFiroorn and Helen
'Yancey last evening entertained
number of friends with supper at the
oar*. followed by attendance at The
Casino playhouse. where the jolly
crowd witnessed the production. The
affair was complimentary to Masse.
27 1 Royanne Whitley and Jocie Smith
o—RHE who nre visiting Mrs. Dr Breeden.
0-0 4 2 Those in the party were: Misses
0 1 India Lang, Nell Thompson. Dorothy
Miller, Virtue Thompson, and Messrs.
Jack Williams, Athel Roberts. Rich-
ard WIllams. Will Bell. Amagus
Posey, (Merles Bell ad John Farley.off
RJIF
Tackaonville , 0 2 3
I' A






Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
OIVE QUICK
RELIEF.









REV. T. J. NEWELL LEAVES
TODAY TO VISIT IN- •
STITUTIONS.
Rev. Cunningham and Rev. Stewart
Holding Successful Revival—
Other Church News. —
Dr. T. J. Newell, D. D., leaves to-
day for Tennessee to visit some
schools under the auspices of the
Methodist conference of Memphis.
Tenn., being a member of the edu-
cational board for that body. On
account of the divine being absent
several days Presiding Elder J. W.
Blackard will fill the pulpit Sunday
i-orning and evening for the Broad-
nay Methodist church. Rev. Newell
wi'l have returned by the forowing
Sabbath, at which time he resumes
his series of sermons on "The
Power of The Presence of Evil."
Successful Revival.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham of the
Second Baptist church here in the
city, and Rev. J. T. Stewart of the
Lone Oak Baptist church of the
county, continue holding a very suc
cessful series of revival meetings at
the Baptist church near Graham-
vile, the county where 20 additions
and 26 conversions have already been
effected.
Ice Cream Supper.
An ice cream supper was given
last evening on the lawn of the old
Byng home at Sixth and Washington
streets for benefit of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church. The ladies of
the congregation gave the affair
which was attended by many whc
thorough.), enjoyed themselves, the
lawn being prettily decorated with
lighted Japanese lanterns, and many
entertainig features presented.
Presiding Elder Preaches.
The pulpit of the Broadway Metho-
dist church will be filled Sunday
morning and evening by Dr. Black-
aid, presiding elder, ,this being his
fourth quarterly official visitation to
this' charge. The Lord's supper will
fol'ow the morning service.
Ladies Mite Society.
This afternoon at 4 o'clork the
Ladies' Mite society of the First
Baptist church will meet with Mrst
I. 0. Walker of 1231 South Sixth
street.
School BoardResumes Fight
(Continued From Page One.)
trustees not having finished all their
• ections when matters were brought
to a deadlock by the six trying to put
Miss Morgan out of the schools
None of the teachers of the colored
schools have been chosen except thz
professors, And one of these, Benton
having resigned to go to some other
city to locate.
General Repairing.
Capt. Fred foyer, superintendent
of buildings for the public schools,
has a force of men, including him-
self, constantly engaged repairing and
doing general work on the school
buildings, getting them in fine condi-
tion for openig next month. There
is enough to keep him busy until the
fall session resumes.
Teachers Avilly.
Word from the colony of
teachers at Chicago is that they wil'
not return until the last of this
mcnth from that city where they are
taking a summer normal course it
:hr University of • Chicago. They
write that the course Is proving one
of much benefit to them, as they arc
receiving excellent instruction under
the best professors of the country.
and feel they are being placed in bet-
ter position to do more ecective work




Ordinarily at the August meeting
of the board the trustees decide at
what building and in charge of which
rooms, the different teachers will bc
placed for the ensuing term, but .as
the hoard has not finished e'ecting
all the instructors yet, this cannot
he done next Tuesday night. It has
been customary to do this in August,
hut in case of emergency like this no
ill will result, as it can be effected
at the September session which is
held one week before school opens.
The committee and superintendent
decide which room the respective
teachers shall supervise.
Odd Fellows' New Lodge
(Continue& From Page One.)
H. Strnw. J. L. Harris, H. R. Holsi
land. A A. Nelson. I Hardin Ford. R.
B. Heath, Charles, W. Lyles, Charles
"-..!•11TY -",-,.c,"7••••••••••••,





will cure that awful pain?
Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237, and we
will gladly tell you about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
_Time, H. H. Lovett and Charles
Sullivan. •
The new lodfe was named "Mar-
shall Lodge No. 231, I. 0. 0. F;
F. Brandon, Nice grand; E. C. Drctis•
Jr., secretary; J. M. Johnson, treasur-
er: H. P. Holland, right suport to
noble grand; W. M. Reeder, left sup-
port to noble grand; H. H. Lovett.
right support to vice grand; Charles
Sullivan. left support to vice grand:
R. B. Heath, right seen supporter;
Charles Jones, left .1.een supporter;
Samuel F. Fields, warden; V. A. Stil-
ley. conductor; Charles W. Lyle, in-
side guard; E. L. Moore, outside
guard; A. A. Nelson, chaplain. The
new order will meet next Wednesday
evening and select the time for hold-
ing the regular weeKly sessions.
After the cereIrsonies Wednesday
night an elegant spread was served,
and a delightful social session held.
Meet in /41ew Home.
The meeting last evening of the
Elks lodge WAs one of unusually large
attendance, as iewas the initial sec-
or ;he new home on North Fifth
stree! The place presented a blaze
of brYhtly illuminated on
all floors in order that everybody
could make a tour of inspection and
see the character of structure. The
interior is a dreamt of elegance, and
before and after the lodge meeting
the brethren spent many minutes go- '
ing over the building, gazing with
pride iroon the many fine attractions
it contaiued.
The meeting r00111 is equipped with'
part old and part new furniture, but
remainder of the new will begin ar-
riving within the next week or two
and installed.' After this is done the
lodge will give its grand reception and
invite the community to participate.
The meetings will be held from now
on at the new home.
' Fellow Grand Master.
NPaster A. W. Clements.of.
the-kentucky state lodge of Odd Fel-
lows, last evening met with Mangum
lodge of Odd Fellows at the fraternity
building: He left this morning for
hit' tome in Morganfiefild, having
ennie down tiic way to institute the






Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are
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Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS Bill CL[CO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s ate yot.
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is he cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expel':




The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR"
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY.
POR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.




Offices 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present tune, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all. and hear his musc at 1506 S. 4th.
sc, produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from Sic) to Stew put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Rem,amber that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. 60c. 12 in.
Stoo.
We have high class operatic records from St•oo. $2.00, $3.00.
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauao and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. T will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orcheatria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to 10 p. in.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
p/eascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking mach'ne friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you




AUGUST 2, 3, 4 AND 5
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
GRAND STAND A CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICI.ETS 014
SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S,-
FOURTH & B ROADWAY.






OEN T.IS)77 CASES IT IS DUE TO
GROSS CARELESSNESS.
%pato .M.aisacd fur L.rs Through Ho-
i snautary Neglect of Nurse—Pleas-
ant Es:re:Ileac:6 Which Some-
time. Come by Accident.
i
BY MARGARET E. sANGtSTER.
(Copyright, loos to Isseph is. Bowles.)
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap-
penings that people call accidental are
due to gross carelessness and shame-
ful neglect.
There are two sets of people in the
erorld—those who keep things up and
those who let things run down. The
erst have never indulged in the habit
et putting off till to-morrow what ought
to be done to-day. If the roof leaks or
there is a crack in the ceiling or a
toone board in the floor or a sagging
Wage or a broken window cord, they
repair the damage at once. They know
perfectly tha,, it costs less to mend
than to mar, and marring goo; rapidly
tan where there is no mending. Al
everybody knows the best way to let
even a fine house go to absolute ruin
da to shut it up and leave it without an
ilnhabitant. A house that is lived in
taste longer and looks better than a
?house that is untenanted, because the
ltorces of nature are constantly making
:war upon the buildings of men, and a
-eonstant battle must be waged against
them if men are to conic off victors.
, The heedless housekeeper has casu
ially mentioned that there is a thit
lace on the stair carpet which wit'
ntly wear into a hole. She is not
orant of a rip in a rug which may
'match somebody's heel and cause a tuna
!ble. But being heedless, she put oh
wepairing the rent in carpet and rug
emu' an uniu-ky ecrson hurrying alone
!has a fall, wh.ch means a hip out ol
point or a brosen leg, or, worse still
is jar which may cause apoplexy tel
eome one in old age, or the develop.
cent of a malignant disease in 201314
;one younger. These baleen sequence'
-do come from slight falls, and some
body is responsible
A variety of miseries shuttle along
In the train of so-called accidents
',shied never should have been permit
It ad to occur. From time to time pets
pie die because they have eaten toad
-stools when they thought they were
-eating mushrooms. Nothing is ea.sien
than to distin,stSsh hetween the dello'
us edible and the deadly fungus, yet
lthere are those who mourn sue.
-deaths as if they were laid at the docn
lot accident.
• Children are somethaes left in tis
ears of thoughtless hirelings and are
gnaimed for life through falls for whict
ithere was neither eseuse nor occasion
.A man fearfully deformed with r• great
bump between his shoulders was is
his infancy the most noble and beauti
Cul of ctkldren. While his pretty nurse
was rhting with a gallant policeman
the 'baby carriage took a slide down a
steep hill and was overturned at Ht
toot, and years of pain and wretched
mess, with the handicap of the hunch
back, have paid for that folly.
We seldom read of a railroad acci
-dent that is not due to the carelese-
mess of somebody, and yet it would be
most unfair to utter sweeping criti
'clime on the employes of public con
-veyances. The average man is superb-
ly trustworthy. The engineer sticks
-to his post and dies in the effort to
save the train. When one of the en
Mlles on the "Majestic" was suddenly
put out of commission not long ago, by
4a real accident that no care could have
anticipated or averted, the corps of en
(sincere, at the risk of their own lives
In the face of clouds of scalding steam
shut off the machinery, and were oar
Tied to the hospital afterwarde. They
were heroes.
There are accident' that no one car.
strevent. But as compared with those
which oome by lack of care. tbey ar•
lew. 'When the lightning from the 5k)
strikes a msn APT'S rs to si.t. In bli
Louse or walks by the way, he may
ite said to perish by the act of Geri
3Sut when a man takes hold of a live
-wire with bare hands. he has cnl
timself to blame if he drops deal in




We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternoon
of a sultry day until we reached our Ches
der, which was a dingy apartment in
a tenement house. We were very rest.
The Economical Spirit
Friend—But, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit for •
husband.
Widow—But he's just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend—Whgt an that to do with
It?
Widow—Henry left such • quantity
less and boisterous, but our Rabbi Jo.. of beaut
iful clothes.--Chicago Sun.
seph did not cl. :ck our noise as he gen-
erally did. His houghts seemed too far 
Personal Matter with Him.
away. I looked at him closely, for hill 
"Grimmer seems violently opposed
preoccupied air always made me won- 
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
der what his peat life had been. 
grounds?"
He was abou: 60 year. of age. Pov- i "Personal, 
I think- He met his wife
erty must have I een his corstant coin- 
at the golf club, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money he
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."—Judge.
• •
We need not limit what happens b)
apparent azeinent to disaster and ca
lamity. There are pleasant tnings that
snay properly be set down to the ac.
event of accident. eitler, hnve no;
„planned them nor in any say made the
least provision, mentally or materially
lfor their coming Plantes. A young mat
azt3 about for a et;od plaee to spend
ft brief holiday. Business claims hin,
so constantly that vacations are /es
and tar between. :,o; often does he
'obtain a recess. Shall he go to the
molintaie.e to tie, old home/Wei, to
ae iniaud sprines or tne sitere? Shal:
he accept a irieed's invitation to join
kite on p yacht, cr nail he
go on a bicycle tour over a distant
state? He finally dechh s on one jaws
for another, with no ultimate object
4exc,:.t lo have a good hol—ay. e
Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse
'or by the away he is to meet a girl
whose eyes shall capture his heart and
who shall change the face of the world
for him for the rest of his life.
"flow came Hugh to marry Belle?"
11 once asked, wondering at what seem-
ted an incongruous marriage, the hus.
-band a man of profound culture and
varied learning, while the wife was a
4:mili1ant social butterfly, who cared for
nittle except personal adornment and
;beautiful surroandings
"Oh," said the friend whet answered
7ne, "they met on a slow
disg the Atlantic. Nearly e
boar. , Lat t.
common the fact that they w








Denton, because furrows of care were
on his broad wr.nkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity. and were now and
then raised In prayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears hung
to earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His U ,ard was long and
hoary. His shouilers were so bent and
rurved the he seemed to hays borne the
yoke and perseciii on of his race for cen-
turies. A large : r-w book lay open
before him, as I cry leaves spoke
to him and rev. . he powers and
splendors of the .lmighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated our Ives upon a large
womien bench, which creaked under us.
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin trader the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
cc were disrui.i.sed I Weeld repay him
with interest.
"Sha!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern-
ing, voice, "if you promise to le good I
vill tell you a story afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough. for
-!ways delighted in the stories of
Cr .ast, glories. Yet I must say that
..r.l.aps we thought more of the corn
a:6 story than of our prayer. Then, in
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to re.
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our heads
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"Yeu know it is sometimes a reilel
to tell all that lies upsn one's heart'
"e rcas.l7
red his voice aid gathered
co n 
"I had wealthy parents and received
a good education. My youth passea
away happily, for I knew no carer,
When I was 22 years old I marled
Esther, a good and beautiful maiden.
She was the daughter of Rabbi Bea
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
Oh, Father, keep it within thy care!"
Here he lifted op his hands and his
voice was full' of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets of hi.
beard.
_We boys put our arms upon one an-
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was my
home to be the source of comfort fez
the' poor and homeless, for the czar is
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews 01
the villages. I had to go where all my
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcrowded cities. At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myself up to teaching by day
and I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
comforted that tie Russians could not,
at least, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous crsah, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, ann
two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife awas, and, seizing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can hear them yet. They echo dry
and hollow within my heart.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
„which I found many of my miserable
-brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
bow it got , them. After a few days'
journey we arrived at a village inhab-
ited by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
"I had to work from daybreak until
night, and my food was coarse brown
bread. I slept in the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the at-
tic in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death.
Who cared? My place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
I fled to this free country. Oh. you
who are yet young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does not re-
quire you to die for her, then live for
her and make her glorious!"
The sun Was already declining arm
silence reigned in the mom.
"And your wiCe, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newspaeer. This is what we read:
"Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Viten. All feel her loss,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unsellishinese and self-sacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
May her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
te rest in peace. If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefathers I
should be satisfied. Judah; oh, Judah!
how long are thou to roam?"
Then his head sank lower and lower,
as it bowed down by grief and suffer
lug. The shadows of darkness crept
Into the room sad our rabbi seemed
unconscious of us. We quietly arose
and walked out of the dark room, leav-
ing our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his pranks, And as
we walked along we sang the "Hattie
vale" When we reached our homes
the street lamps Were already kindled
and a coo) breeze was blowing —N. Y.
Tribune, 111111isaboUlallaPioillilie"r4ines
Deeply Ingrained. —
"What kind of man is old Whets'
lcks?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks"" said the other. "He's
the contrariest, most mask old IRMO
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's not another tooth




litie—I wonder what ailment the kiss'
tag germ causes.
He—Palpitation of the heart..--CM.
eago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A daring young man named starts
Fell out of bused balloon;
He fell oa tits neck,
Exclaiming: "By Heck,
I reckon I landed too soon,"
—Milwaukee BenUnel
Disapproved.
Mamma—Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy—He shoots craps for mons?
Mamma—My dear child! And yo.,
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy—Naw, he always wins ev,
erytking I got!—ClevellISMI Leader.
Too Much for Mar.
Algernon—And what did your fathom
say when you tole him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude—Oh, Algernon! Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful languagel—Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her.
It struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing eily
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," st,Ie
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent—It doesn't seem quite riga-
tor those men to court that young wider*
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense—But this is an exceptional
case. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.—Puck.
Appropriate.
Bb—Mrs. Flusbly mays slues going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He—Well, I alwAy e. said she was in-
clined to be nutry ia her sky-piece.—
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How is your son getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It, and it never seems to trouble him."—
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick
lug so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off," said a passenger
"without payine his fare."—Detroit
Press,
Everything Quiet.
Church—Everything is quiet over IL
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gothsm—Ch. yes; a man over there
hag just retentel eoPteless batty ear-
rtage.—Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the ceirset.
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a merry
laugh—Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he is dying for
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
Sf you expect his dying to ao you any
good."—Houston Post.
lidneation and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker—Jack writes for
quick to buy books.
Knicker—Strikes me those college




"Was his flying machine a success?"
"Oh, yes; it failed to work before
The Recompense.
Ilsttor (to farmer's boy in the field)
.--Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy—Yep.
Visitor—And what do you get for
digging potatees?
Farmer's Boy—Nawthin'; but I git
itomethinuter diggin"em.
Visitors—Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy—Licked.—Judge.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon—I saw • man to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going




"That the mule didn't kick at the
atualc."—Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all thinSa. • practical man.
"If you get a house and put It In y,
name," she replied promptly, "I'll kee
pl
It all sight enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set.
tied, their engagement was announce
d.
—Judge. •
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful." 
said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was 
just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your Cabe."—Chicago Record.
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kasha:ti-
ler, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working,
anyhow?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby If I don't quit my job, he wilL—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint
Her Father—What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
Society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me agaln, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady—What is the real difference
between an apartment, • flat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladies
don't have no children; in a flat they
has one or two More than two mskes
any house a tenement, mum.—Judge.
Extra.





-So many unnecessary feet, you
know. "—Cleveland Leader.
A Calldown.
"Snoobs says he would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't ham
enough to buy a second-hand suit"—
Detroit Free Prem.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jiggles—Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't very wen
bout of his posterity, when his daugh-
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold cure.—
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard th political future
if this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum.
-I have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirety gale
Investment."—Washington Post
THE IfTRANICAL LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider—What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled for
the winter in the Chiffonier fiats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out.—Kansas City
Star,
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
One often hears this on the beach;
The simile Is apt and proper—
There's water—lots of it—In each.
—Life.
GOO MORNING
Did you swallow your attars 4.: dust last night? I have a full line
GirdetHeise, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
d D.Hannan
Both Phones Wt. 132 South F ourth St. 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Thought She Had a "Nash."
Patience—It's scandalous!
Patrice—What Is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she had smash%
on the links!"—Yonkers Statesman.
Cyclone Insurance 4 .
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
' "MIMI
Abram L Weil & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369 .
Net Treasure Trove.
Knicker—It's a pretty honest world.
Rocker—Yes, Indeed, the man who
finds fault goes to a lot of trouble to
Morn it to the owner.—N. Y. Sun,
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldblood—Do you go back to
William the Conqueror'
Newbleod—No, bat Nit Ng
a1901011.1111_1 fitsill-




The Regiater, delivered, 10c per week
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE












SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Cincinnati  8:2o a.m
Louisville  11:01 p.m.
Owensboro 
Horse Branch  2:28 p.m.
Central City . 3:3o p.m.
Nortonville  4o5 P.m.







Leave Paducah  6 15 psn.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.st.
Arrive G'bbs. Tenn.  8:06 pm,
Arrive Rives  8:13 p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 





















































NORTH BOUND No. tos No. tog No. IRS
Leave New Orleans  7:10 .in. 9:15 am.
r,eave Memphis  0:45 11.01. 8:30 p.m.
Leave Jackson, Tem.  8:07 a.m. zo:to p.m.  
Leave Rives  ti :38 p.m. 
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo am.
Parf tve Paducah  ti:ao ass. 143 11-12. 7L40 LOS.
Ldave Paducah  : 1 :es a.m. 148 a.m. 7:50 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p m. 3:03 a.1111. 9:29 CI&
arT,Ve Hopkirs1,*lie  6:t5 p.m. 5:30 a.m.
Arrive NashviNe  9:25 p.m. 8: to a.m.
Aerive Evansville  3:45 Pm- 9:45 cm.  
Artive Nortonville  it :38 p.m. 3:51 a.m., 10:33 a.m.
&rive Central City  2:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m. 
1
treive Morse Branch  3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. 12:53 p.m.
Xerive Owensboro   *4*5 P.m. 8:ee A.M. *413 psis .
Arrive Louisville  StliS p.m 7:50 a.m. 4:55 P.m, \
AlWiwe Cincinnati  tots p.m. 12:00 110011 
IT, LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306
Leave Paducah  is:so
Arrive Carbondale a. 4:25 Ism.
Arrive Chicago  6:3o a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m.
SOUTH SOUND No 305
leave St. Louis  7:45 11-m-
Leave Chicago  2:5o a.m.
I./Save Cabondal e  :ao a.m.














NOR?: BOUND roi-Sot 135-833
  I' .Lease Nashville  S:to a sm. .
Leave Hopkiziaville  11:20 a.m. 6:40 a.m
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:44 CUL
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m 9:23 erre
Leave Paciucah 4-  6:15 p.m 9:g0 am,
Arrive Cairo  745 p.m IL:10 CIL
Arr:ve St. Louis  7:211 a.m. 4 'Mr Rm. 
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m 9:30 P.m.
SOMBH BOUND 122-822 136436
Linve Chicago  6:20 .in. 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.I-oris   9:40 ism tc.se p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m 5:55 Pm.
7:45 2.m 7:40 p.m
Leave Paducah  7:5* a.m 3:ro p.m
Arrive Princeton  9:29 a.m. 4:45 PAL
Arrive Ropkinsville .  fine p.m.
Arrive Nashville  ris p.m.
Arrive Paducah 
Trains marked (o) run daily except Sunday. All other trains mu
daily. Trains 103 and lea carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Mtemphis and New Orleans; trains tot and to sleepers between Louis-
ville. Memphis aod New Orleans. Trains 8or and 8ss sleeps,. between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Pot connects at Bast Cairo with Chicase
sleeper. Per further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paduiah, Mir.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
Te, W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotiaville, Ky.
croorr, N. G. P A., Me stl Oh if, INsei.
S. tr. HATCH, G. P. A., (bags MIL It'












Kedioal Authorities Putting Forth
Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Fell
Disease.
. Us commission which was appointed
1Mt year by the New York board 01
6 health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary rLpert has just been sum-
marized by tile press, is competed of
men of high professional rank, says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
Involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing to
exalted a grade of talent for tlieir solu-
tion. The disease which the commis-
sion has Leen considering Lae risen le to
peculiar prominence of late. AC one
time consumption caused mere deaths
than any other matady and pneumonia
ranted second as a cause of morality.
Within tho last ten or fifteen years the
Iwo have each egged places in some parts
01 the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis, Consumption, as a result or
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of petventiou aad treatment, works
a little leas havoc aow than fort.oeriy.
Pneumonia on the other hand, finds a
greater number of victims In proportion
to the population. Therein ground tor
the belief that grip has contritufeel
materially to this result because a is
oftea a prelude to an attack of yeti:-
a:mule and Its:key eisquallfies a man for
successful resistance wan illeeire of an•
other nature. Hoeever, whatever the
cause, the increased prevalence of pneu-
monia has excited Lb gravest alarm and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is oonvinced that.
like tuberculosis, the more acute type of
lung disease is attributable to the pres-
ence of microbes and !tat the latter are
disseminated by the drying of sputum
• from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about Ly the air so long us
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated u dust particles.
This fundamental I let shows the desir-
ability of de:eging a sick room with sun-
light, promoting fi me ventilation and us-
4 tug a bruom only when the Boor has
been spr! n I,:
Some puze;Ing facts have been elicited
In the ouurse of tho luvestigation con-
ductei br. Dr. Darlintton's experts. One
Is that peeuel000cel, the supposed cause
of the disease. are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
out predecing any apparent effect. In
like mania.: they are observed in the se-
cretions of patients who have recovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the question how
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further obeervateoll
Inca information should prove useful
In the devising of PADIULT11 precautions
for a community in which pneumonia
prevails
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense falls. The
only remedial agent to which the com-
sion refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an.
tlloxin of this kind, other ventures of
the saws character having Len made
repeatedly in the last few peas. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure. ble.
whlie the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared.
might be serviceable for pureoses of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent stout
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. 1-;owever. If the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy, I. not all that could be desired, Im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can Do more heartily recommended.
14
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson, head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are oa view to the
number of 3.500. is an ardent &mailman
with a passionate love for all thine
that come from the Land u' the 1:tether
He and a few kindred souls h; ve organ-
ized a bagpipe band :net will soon show
Pittsbure the rossietioles in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manure' born. It is one
thing to play the bagPipe, but to do it
properly one must have the blood of a
proper clan In one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that
a Scotchman and only a Sootchman can
be a good gardener or a piper, "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down." says Jenkinson
"A Sootchman starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That',
why so many gardeners come from
Ile-eland. They learn bit by bit over
there."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Row Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hued
shoot.; its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a brand-new sensation, bring
home some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopened semi pod.
on them and put them in vases of water
The pods burst at the most unexpectee
times, waking you in the night and pep
perIng you with their hard, shiny, blacl
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must be selected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have not opened. If
It is possible to do so, cut them the same
day they are needed. If they must be
out the day before they are needed, put
them in.-a cold place In watet Ind wrap
a damp cloth ;ironed the branches. In
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the seeds-from being
expelled Leo soon.-03untry ut.
Asairift. _
STENOGRA.")HERS' ENGLISH. BLANKETING OF
MRS. WORTHINGTON
Some of Their Blundsois the
Employer's Life a Burden—
A Few Instances.
In some
BY I. B. KISER.
"Robert,"stmeographk) systems sail
arbitrary sign may stand for ens, two
or even three words. Sometimes thet
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed eidoched the nation to the
heart-core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "The matey
was but transient, though," was hardly
recognizable as "The raauaer was
trains end through." A rear-end Mg-
119101 was evidently in that girt's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews," was ta-
genic:151y tortured by another young
weraan into "As mamma fed the jays."
Yet she was a Sunday school teacher.
"Plays, creeps and laughs, the limo-
cent," crooned the Mil, one day, mouth-
Lug the opening lines of some projeceed
baby verses. When the typewriter
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
innocent," he scanned her visage
feBe17-
j Re said: "The voice of DreJooelys
was heard calling for assistance," and it
came out: "The vice of Dr. Josh Dane
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so—passed on," was dic-
tated, and it came out: "But eh* held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and ee
passed, one," would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at the machine with
an elementary knowledge of gambling?
Occasionally a new beast or bird le
discovered by the typewriter, thus:
"The sea-quail was, etc.." the intention
acing "the sequel was, etc." This was in
Due with a blunder made by the 11111114
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another occasion ahe declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
squirrel," instead of their having
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Having confessed that once upon a
Urals she had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "First, the =eels of the
dinnersty." This sounds like • "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was heard with so-
claim," diktated the man. "The present
was hardewith a clam." was what the
typewriter insisted that be had said, as
she tearfullx hunted for her notes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
_
Aged Parents and Small Brothers
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
It is largely as a result of the unpre-
cedented loss of half its population in
half a century that the present condition
of rural Ireland is so Interesting a study,
says Plummer F. Jones, in American
Monthly Review of Reviews. The de-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland of to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 60 years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in-
tensive cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage Thousands of acres that In
former years were teeming with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats.
are now turned out In grass, and the
song of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been hushed, and in their
place can he heard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sheep bells.
In all parts of the middle, south end
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change—more remark-
able since the signs of former possession
and cultivation are still so evident. For
604years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America, leave
lag behind them to attempt their work
their Infirm old arents and their litUe
brothers anti sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood 1111(1 girl-
hood of the time when they in :urn 9an
go '..own to Queenstown and sail on tile
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have thus been robbed
o: their young people, and vast country
sections that once teerrerd with vigorous
Latin laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really capable of hard
labo.r. Indeed, one of the most striking.
and at the same time most melancholy,
sights in rural Ireland to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
absent-mindedly about the roadways of
the country-aide or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi-desertsd
Their sons and daughters have grown up
and gone 4o seek their fortunes in the
west. NOt One in a hundred of them will
ever return to hoe and spade the rock)
old Irish fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous calare
ke I.'. etigteee
• "No. ' red the eer
- :ter .4 .114. IA!' i
I . -
y re he ,y as I mignt be."—Nease-
,egton Star.
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
Positions as matrons of mine hos-
pitals are much sought after by nurses
in Sonth Africa. Nearly all the Johan-
tesburg mines har their private hos-
pitals, the matrons of which are well
paid and hare 01)1Pfaggable
said Mrs. Faddleweite, "I
"What's the trouble." be asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know it is so hard for
I sat before the hearth in my dark-you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along seed 
study. I was musing upon a
about the first of the morale but I 
strange addition which the afternoon
simply must have $20." 
had brought to my curios. It had come
from Spain—whence the source or"'Portent—fey, Mabel, what do you
donor I knew lot.think I am—tl-e son-inlaw of some
life Insurance president? You might 
My curio waS an iron tongue, eaten
as well ask me for twenty maltort Do 
with the rust of exposure, corroded
you know that our expenses for last 
with the age of centuries. Here and
month were $63 more than my sal- 
there were seams and cords that stood
aey? If you are acquainted with any- 
out like swollen veins in the forearm
body weo can tell me how to make 
of a laborer. The rust I first mistook
ends meet when things are going that 
for blood. Blood was not incongruous
With the fway bring them around and I'll pay 
a.atasies which this strange
idin well for hie time. What do you thing 
seat swirling through my brain.
want ;e0 for?" 
Then there were two indistinct in- the Tongue of Roland"—he stopped
"Cll, never mind, old Mr. Crossinitch. 
scriptions, almost eaten away by the short a moment, and then added in
ill gL.t along without it some way. 
honeycombing of the elements. At the tones intended ti sink into the heart
I know that I'm net worth half what 
upperendof my iron cudgel I deciphered of the bellman—"and should I encoun-
I cost you. and—and I'm going to take by alffet the 
microscope an indistinct ter resistance, I am to use my own
up eteography or music or be a Chris- 
date-1540. It was set across a coat-of- discretion. Remember Levien Fyn"
tian Science healer or something, so 
arms. The escutcheon I could not "Who was Levien Pyl?" sullenly
that I will be able to earn money and 
make out; I thought, however, that I answered De Lannoy, sparring for
-and not always be such an expense saw a 
bishop's miter and a heads- time, although he well knew the grew-
to you. It must be in—just terrible man's 
as. On the swollen head was sosoo story.
for a man to have to give up every. ent in crude 
letters: "The Tongue of "A man after your own black heart
thing for a woman he doesn't love, R°Iand"" —a dog of a traitor with a white badge
when he might have so much if he had 
With my strange cudgel of rusty upon his arm"—he pointed with his
never married her, and—" Clack came a 
scrap of parchment, evi- sword toward the bellman's sleeve. "He
'There litte girl what's the use ief 
dently torn from a tower register, died—but unhappily. I, the man of
balking that way? You know I'd be 
Across the top of tbe page stood forth Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
Lb. happiest man in the world if 1 In letters bolder 
than the rest the title until he swooned from lose of blood."
"Ghent" Then 
followed this strange He laughed mockingly and threw hissould pile bundles of money at your 
feet every morning and give you the 
entry: steel gauntlet into De Lannoy's face.
privilege of doing what you liked with 
April 17, 1540.—To Mr. Jacques Barra, De Lannoy took a quick step behind
executioner, for having tortured twice
It But really you know, I didn't lean de Lannoy, I:Anon/or, 13 sous. To one of the attendants and tore from
executed, by fire, said his hands his short sword. With It heexpect to be celled on for any more ex. the SLAM tor having
teas for a few weeks and had it all Lan Y. * 
sosa.  thrown 1 pilot is diepoeed of the servant from whom
cinders into the R. 
ri ve or r having 
4sous. 
t
figured out 90 that I'd be just about plucking out the Tongue of Roland, MO *OWL It had been snatched, and turned upon
able to start In even next month.. Of The Tongue of Roland hung be- the herald. The wounded attendant
worse I can give you the money it fore the mantel. The flickering fell to the mosaic pavement with a
you absolutely need it but—" flames swung its long black shadow groan. Like hungry tigers two other
"Oh if there are to be any buts tack and forth across the tiles. fellows leaped upon the bellman's back
please don't say anything mere about And then a strange thing happened. before he could make another move,
It. I appreciate your kindness, dear. I fell into a waking slumbet: I and bore him to the ground.
and I know that you have a generous A leathern thong was wrapped
1 around De Lannoy's wrists and twist-ed taut untli cruel channels were
I
gouged into the unprotected skin.
"Now for the bell, men," Barra
cried, pointing upward with his sword.
"Tear out the clapper—and make short
work of it."
It was quickly done; Roland's
tongue hung upoe a coupling which
cne man could readily loosen.
Barra laughed again with the old
sneer. He took the hempen rope
with which the bellman had been
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly run-
nIng up the Beide, in the wall, fas-
tened ft to the coupling in the heart
of Roland from which the clapper had
sliruhnegnT he dropped the coll. It fell
directly ir De Laseors upturned face
The bellman groaned In anticipation
of his fate.
Barra kindled a fire in the corner of
the tower. He broke the chairs and
table, feeding their kindling into the
tiames. Into the heart of the blaze be
thrust the heavy end of the bell clap-
per. In silence he watched It for sev-
eral moments. De Landoy in a frenzy
cursed hint once. Barra only laughed
and drew the iron tongue from the
Eames. The end was white with beat.
Quickly he carried the tongue to
the hempen rope, and, fastening It
through the coupling, hung it over
De Lannoy's face. It swung ten inches
above him, yet the heat turned the
bellman's cheek a livid green, and cast
Into his eyes the fire of a demon.
Barra drew a fagot from the fire and
touched it to the hempen rope. The
strands caught the flame, and a tiny
ringlet of smoke floated Ott into the
air. Barra thrust his hands deep
The Bell-Ringer
of Ghent
Illy ARTHUR IL VANDSNBERG
(Rather et "A Congressman Made to
Order," etc.)
nature, and It must Le ae ful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self.-
denial. Never mind, I'll get along with-
out IL I will show you that I can be
brave, even if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you"
"Hurrah! Now It's be go pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $W
and the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see :nyself calmly smok-
ing my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as I watch the rings curl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
dear, let's not quarrel over a little
aaoney. Of course you can have it. What
am I earning moae; for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don"
talk any more about doing things tot
the purpose of earning cash yourself, t
You earn it as It Is. Your love is worth 1
a thousand times what—"
"Dearest." she cried, pulltng his face
down to hers. "forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? A h if you could
only kr.ow how long the hours seem
when you are cot with me! And I
couldn't love or admire yeti more thar
do if you were so rich that you could
auy everything John D. has and turn
him out of house and home. Have yin
the money with you or shall I have to
get a check cashed!"
"Here it is. What are you going tc
buy?"
"Why, you see, I heard from Klee
Westcott, the dressrmiker, yesterday.
and she can come to me three days this
week, so shall have 13 get sossetbins
for her to make up."
"But I thought you sold the other da)
that you had all the .:lothes you wer•
going to need for awhile?"
"Yee, I have. only Miss Westcott hal
these three days that she can give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are oblfged to hire her simply be
cause she has three days for which she
isn't engaged."
"I'm not, you dear old goose, tut yot
tee, if I don't take her Mrs Worthire
ton, who Is -;razy to get her, cii
her over their and find out about all tbt
things I've had remitee and the lace rem
!tants and—and —ever) t h y ot
know."
"Well, but why shoald yeti car". a,
long as your clothes et well and looi
fine and are just as eood as if they had
cost Ave or six times as much as the
did?"
"Oh, dear!" ene eiehed. as she se
there clutching the money. after he ha
gone. "I wonder how men, being
stupid, ever manage to get along at air
—Ch fear) Record-Herald.
Must Obey Orders,
As an illustration of carrying ml:Itar
discipline-too far, this story Is toe! h
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cei
Lain colonel who, in the tni,ki le of t
mama was seized web a sudden at,.
about hygiene. He ordered that ad
men change their shirts at once. 'I h.
order was duly carr.ed out, except
the case of one uompeny, where the pr,
elites' wardrobes had beta sails ‘I
petted. The captain of this cocietuy
formed the colonel that none of his trim
could charge theit shirts, since the
bad only one apiece. The colonel hest
tated a moment, then said, firmly: 'Or
dere must be obeyed. Let the met
change shirts with each other. "— Box
ton Herald.
"Learn to ixe
'Learn to mix," is the advice given
to kJ 54 pupils by Prof. Frank J. 111111et
of the University of ,Chicago. Mom
young gentlemen nowadays do learu
to mix, but the trouble is that theis
mixing too often is di us with drinks.
(Copyright, 'goy, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
dreamed of the Tongue of Roland, of
the bishop's miter and the headman a
ax, of Jacques Barra and De Lannoy,
I caught a glimpse of the story of my
rusty black cudgel. Here is the tale:
• • • • •
"I've seen pictured; like it, John. It's




land sea, cut into a score or morsel
bound together by a web of stone
and wooden bridges. In the heart vl
this inland archipelago was spread a
broad plaisance. From its martins
borders rose a four-walled tewer
capped at a height of half a thousand
feet with a golden dragon. Beneath
the dragon swung a monster bell. Into his pockets and with staring eyes
The city was Ghent. The inscrlp- t
tion across the bell was simple: "My the white-hot tongue of iron then the
a( frat the burning rope, then. 
ram. is Roland; when I am rung has- face of his victim.
tily then there is a fire; when I re were
sound in peals there is a storm is
Flanders."
Jean de Lannoy was the bellman
For 60 years he had swung upon the
hempen chain which loosened Rolande
tongue. He had called the burghen
together to fight back invasions of the
northmen. He had signaled foe rebel
lion and seen plebeians plunge theit
swords in one another's backs.
But to-day Jean de !Annoy was ir
sr ef. He was pulling, slowly an?
sadly, the final stroke upon the call
which brought the weavers from their
work and finished their day of toil
I-Island's tongue beat out two pealt
which echoed across the city paintee
scarlet by the setting sun. Scarlet eat
a fitting hue, for Flanders had just
washed herself in gore. Then, al
though in echoing challenge, rang out
the sharp shrill notes of a bugle. lie
Lannoy hastily fixed the hempen rope
to the great spit I i the RR: and de-
scended the stone etairs to the prieor
'Soon. He was- met by a St. t knoel
upon the sitter doer.
• Who cornea" he shouted to the un-
enown lavaliere, lie leaned forward
with ear intently tired against the cas-
ing.
"I, Jacques Barra. with an order:
from the emperor."
"Jacques Barra!" he gasped, clasp-
tug his hands to his breast with •
deep-drawn shudder. "Jacques Barra'
He of the black heart and dripping ax!
Who tortured to a lingering death le
Flemings yesterday, here before this
story belfry!"
"Open to me and
shouted the voice.
"Warrant!" De Lannoy muttered
Titers was yet fresh. in his mind the
,dread scenes of the week past. Charter
V. had entered Ghent in pomp and
irplendor at the head of archers, hal-
berdmen and musketeers, armed to the
teeth Re had e to quell the in•
eurrectionle• ; et,. fired by the Tonsils
of Roland, bad taken up arms to re-
sist the impost of a tribute tax levy
of one million carol!. The emperor had
given ever 14 of the ringleaders to
death by fire at the hands of Jacques
Barra. But still his vows of yen-
seance were unsatiated. There re-
mained the Tongue of Roland and the
bellman from whose hand had swelled
the ealla to war.
Jacques Barra beat again upon the
door. De Lannoy stood within with
back set hard against the great oak
panels. Then he shot back the chains,
rolled tbe door, and bowed low across
the threshold before the gorgeous her-
ald. Upon the bell-ringer's right arm
was sewed a telltale band of white.
It was the badge of the rebellion.
Barra looked down upon De Lannoy,
and with a sneer upon his scarred and
bearded countenance, gruffly interpo-
lated:
"I am the man of Charles. By his
order I am commanded to take posses-
sion of this belfry, tear from its roots
my warrant!"
De Lannoyet tee; n
set as in a lief.. His jaws sieo.I
out as from a skull. His eyebrows al-
ready were burned away.
The room tvcs dark as the Macke:et
night. The two attendants huddled,
ehiverIng. against the remotest cornet
of the tower. Their eyes were fixed
upon the rope in ghastly stare. The
wave of smoke grew heavier. Now
and then the burning strands sput-
tered their threatening warning. The
iron tongue was trembling. It
lurched—once—twice—then an awful
scream of agony burst through the
tower wails, bounding from the belfry
!n terrorizing echo. -lest irg the sky of
Ghent as bad the !'ougue if Roland.
• • * • • •
I jumped to my feet with a cry ot
fright. My fact and brow were wet
with cold sweat. I was trembiin;:
from he-al to foot. Intuitively
glanced to the mantelpiece for th•
Tongue of Mani. It ha i fallen it
the hearth, and the end which la
It the &mouldering fro was white wit
beat.
THE FIEGT GRIN.
Well, t—tbv wee, just yesterday
You smiled on me in such a way
With such a tooth.ess, winsome grin
As opened gates to let me In—
to :et me in aid make me glad—
the 103s being just a dad.
'Twee your first grin. and, I allow,
I feared )011 didn't quite know how
to crack a smi'e; 3 ou've looked so glum
At me just ever since you come
That I was worried, I avow,
But that's all past and done with now,
was just boleti-9 yrur wee hand
When you looked up with such a band
And rummy arin, I swear tc, you
I didn't know lust a ,lat to do,-
But brought my foot down with a tbunap
That br ,ught your mother on the jump
An' when I pointed d,wn at you,
She gave a look an she grinned, toot:
An' thete we were bunched op, we three,
Each one a-grinnin't seemed to be
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OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 251
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILEANG. •
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ILOBT. J. RIVERS
120 .VORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours Ste to a. rn., I to S
p in. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE Al ND
THROAT.






Offiee over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS,
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Teleplione 371.
DR W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway'—Phone the





Old Phoite p8 Eve, New Phone p*,
PAIATCAK • KENTUCKY.
4111OMID
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate', •
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calsoders
Framed right un to date in five ado'




Office with Dr., Rivers & Rivers, IA
North Fifth Both Piioues 35),




LAN GSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.
Siding Y ellow U GUM VI M Ash B Maple E OakFinish Pine Poplar Beech Walnut Elm Blinds,InteriorLath Finish
GUM,-BEECH AND OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
floor;rik a C ening,  ••Sash, Doors,
L
Both Phones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
Quality Rather
T han Price.
When you are sick, when you se;
your chances to get well for a few
cents? Certainly not. A butte dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used
in filling your prescription's, some-
times makes a big difference in the
-results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
t 'holm, and because we like it. Did
you ever notice that those who like
'their work are usually the best work-
men? This applies to all lines of bus-
iness or profession. Our policy is to
give the best posible quality at a reas-
onable price, and to give our patrons
just a little wore thttn they expect in
good service and highest quality.




POUR R7I:14e iND BROADWAY.
—
WANTS.
WANTED—Bilious people to take
Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
lience in West End. All 
modern 
—
Mr. Clem S. Nunn
iky., is in the city.cenveniences. AppIy to L. S. Du- City Jailer mor.*. gots left yes-Bois.
terday for Echo Springs, Livingston
+ •:. + + q, ';* 4,
+ i+
++ + + + + + +
- 
PERSONAL NOTES.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
hccupied by Paducah Distilleries
company.
Mir and Mr.- is Weil of North
Seventh have r...w.ted from spending
several weeks in the west, during
which time the former attended the
Elks' annual convention at Denver,
Col.
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm passed
through the city yesterday en route
from Clarksville, Tenn., to Memphis
Tenn, to visit her daughter, Mrs. Ad-
die Perkins.. She had been visiting
-another daughter, Mrs. Minnie Hern-
don, at Clarlcmille.
H. Clay Smith representing South
Kentucky college of Hopkinsvill'e
will be in the city Mjonday Aug. 6;
tho-e wishing to make appointments
may address him, city, care Dr. PO-
ban
Mrs. Alben Barkley and baby have
returned from spending several weeks
in Mayfield. 4
Mr. Charles Blaney of Columbus,
Ohio, is visiting his uncle, Conductot
Charles Blaney of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad at the tatter's home on
•i Clark near Fifth 'street.
4' Attorney Alben Barkley goes to
Bath county nixt Monday to at-
:tend the annual meeting of the Coun-
ty Attorneys' State Association.
i Mrs. Hal Corbett and children have
I gone to Cerulean Springs for a so-journ.
WANTW•pfadVRIWUt" * fARMY.—
hble-bed tinMarried men between
Nes of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
rly to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
•trend House, Paducah, Ky.
" •
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
' rent for roomers or light housekeep-
ing, at 329 South Third.
,o 
FOR RENT—One apartment in
Sans Souci apartments, 308 North
Ninth street. W. E. Cochran.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and show case, at J. D. Sowers
jewelry store, 228 Itriadwaj.. Cheap.
FOR SALE—Oka) feet of 4 inch
tast iron pipe at taY, cents per foot.
„Apply C. L. Brunson and company.
FOR RENT —Seven room • resi-i
dence. No azt North Seventh, street.
'All modern, conveniences. Apply to
Renhen Rowland, No. 2, Trueheart
= • 
LOST Lady's plain gold watch,
-with monogram iniftal 'R. C." Re-
turn to this office and recfive reward
Horses for Sale.
Jtz-t received a car load of western
'horses, to he sold at once. • At 'Jas.








county. to join the party of Pada-
cahans who are camping_there.
Mr. Clarence Wese—his returned
from visiting in Louisvile.
Miss Josephine Elder has returned
from visiting in Evarrsville.
'Mks. John Slaughter and son go to
Dresden. Tenn, tomorrow to visit.
Miss Ethel Hawkins of Clay street
has gone to Whitlock, Tenn., to at-
tend a house party. 
Mrs. I. M. Klein of Indianola, Miss..'
is vting her sister. Mrs. M.Simon.
'Mss Inkt Konetzka is spending 3
week at Bandana
.Dr. 'H. M. Clititos 5faturneti last
evening from a p ss final trip to
Princeton.
'Miss Sadie Arnold has returned
from visiting in Imoisville.
Mtn. Wm Pieper of North Thir-
teenth street is visiting in Kuttawa.
Mrs. M. E. Brian and daughter,
Mrs. Bertie Bayne. of Kansas City.
are visiting Mr. M. J. Flowers of
Fourth and Norton.
BC" Ethridge Palmer and son yes-
terday went to Hudson, New York,
-to visit the former's sister, Mrs. Lef-
fert Bock.
afrs. Valeria Stanley has returned
from visiting in Princeton, Ky.
1111rs. John McCandless, Mrs }far-
rv Williamson and Miss Ii-azet Mc-
Candless went to Dixon Springs, III..
yesterday
Airs 14 Rosenthal of Owensboro re-
turned home yesterday after visiting
in this city.
Messrs. C G. Babb and Wm. Sat-
terwhite have retuined from 'Dawson
Springs.
Lawyer Frank Lucas was in Cairo
yesterday on business.
Attorney Arthur Y. Martin today
starts driving overland for his former -
25C OUNCE. f. OUNCES FOR 25C
Invaluable for freeing the skin
frcra sallowness and sunburn. It fills
out wrinkles and produces firm, round
surfaces. ; •
'OURS IS CREAMERY, WHITE
AND PURE.
R. W. W kLIER & CO.,
Incorporated
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
•
a.
—Mr. A. L. Bowers, assistant
treasurer for the light and power
company, has resigned his position to
to other cities and work for th.-
Stone & Webster peop.e. Mr. J. E.
Bingham of Terre Haute,. Ind., suc-
ceeds him here.
—Will Stubblefield, colored, was
warranted yesterday before Justice
Charles Emery on the charge of
penning a hog up inside the city
limit. The law is that no swine can
he kept up within the 'corporate
t oundaries.
FACTORY INSPECTOR.
Mr. Scalley Finished Examining In-
dustries Fiore, and Went to
Louisville.
Mr. Thomas J. Scalley, the factory
inspector for this state, has finished
inspecting the industries employing
children in this city, and returned
to hs home in Louisville. He found
I:ere quite a number of little ones
employed in factories, but they all
had permits from Judge Lightfoot,
who is authorized to give legal right
for them to work. The inspector
held a conferencea with the judge
y.hile here and the latter will revoke
the permits when school opens next
month, so the children can resume
their studies. He allows most of
them to work only during the vaca-
t,on period.
AGED LADY DIED.
Mrs. Mary Morrison Passed Away
Yesterday Near Little Cypress.
Yesterday Mrs. Mary Morrison died
in the Little Cypress section, of the
county, after a ginger i ng illness with
the infirmities incidential to actvrancissi
age- •12
The deceased was 75 years of. age
atni besides her husband, is survived
by two cons and two daughters.
The remains will be interred. today
at the Little Cypress cerrsettrY%
THAW'S MOTHER CONSENTS
TO DISMISS OLCOTT FIRM
New York, Aug. a—Yielding to di(
persuasion of her son, Harry Thaw,
Mrs. William Thaw today dispensed
with the services of the firm of Black,
Olcott, Crifber & Bonynge, whom she
had rcta;ned to conduct the defen;ef
of the young man on the charge of
murdering Stanford White.
Th•s action is taken to mean that
his plea of "not guilty" will stand
and that emotional insanity and evi-
dence going to show justification un
der the •K !written law" will be re-
lied upon tc secure acquittal.
The midland RaOway Station at
Bath is a favorite rendezvous of pig-
eon fanciers Recently 5o,000 birds
whicb had arrived in special trams
from Lancashire on one of the station
platforms.
+ + + + +
4.
4. RIVER RIPPLINGS.








Mt. Carmel 1.0, standing.
Nashville—Missing.
Pittsburg 5.8 standing.
Davis Island Dam, 3.1, standing.
St. Louis, io.8, falling.




The steamer Kentucky came out
of the Tennessee river last night and
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon befgre skipping away on •
her return to that stream.
This morning at 8 o'clock there
departs for Cairo the steamer Dick k
Fowler. She collars back tonight Subscribe For The Registerabout 1 o'clockt
The Joe !Fowler comes in this fr
morning from Evansville and departs
lirnmecreately on her return to 
thatiAb
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, forA Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for 
Roger's 11147 Knives and For, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set, 
Seataine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set 
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent. off of regular price.Our Hand Painted China, fine a any line in the city, at so per cent.WI regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargians weare offering
A special reduction on every article in oar store for to days ozzlip—*wisely fog cash—
Oar repairs must give you sees ircties..
Pres tested free. 11111111MIFrIMEIT.'
Eye-See Jewelry Co
313 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLID STAND.









The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-i
ansville yesterday and comes back
here again tomorrow.
ram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
The City of Savannah will lay at N. Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-St. Louis until tomorrow afternoon
before leaving on her return this way.








et Nashville tn- Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 726ere Sunday. She
before departing
Budweiser, king of bottled beer, in
family site cases of two dozen
bottles to the case delivered to any
,part of the city on short notice. An-
lauser-Bnsch Brewing association
branch. Both phones /Tx J. IT.
Steffin, manager.
ALL HAD "THE PAID LOOK."
So the Conductor Couldn't Find the
Missing Fares.
A new conductor was being "broken
in" on a Northeast car this morning
On one of the trips downtown he told
his instructor, the regular man, that
he was "shy two fares."
The old conductor walked through
the aisle looking sharply into the
faces of the passengers. A man near
the front door didn't fke to be gazes]
at. 'What are you doing that for?"
he demanded. "You must be both-
ered about something."
"New man says he's shy two
was the reply.
"Well, what of it?" the cranky pas-
senger inquired
"I can't find 'em." the old conduc-
todl said. "They all give sue the paid
look.".—Kansas City Star.
The Southport (England) police of
all ranks have been forbidden to wear
finger rings while on duty.
BUSINESS COLLEGE
home in Greenville. Ky. No theories taught but actual business from the start. ThoroughMiss Marie Webber returned yes-
terday from Graves county where she
was called by the death of her uncle,
Mr. Gideon Price.
Judge A M. Alexander and wife of
Jackson, Tenn.. are visiting their
brother-in-law, Rev. J. W. Blackford
of Jefferson street.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Micheal. Mrs.
F,Ol Lesser, and Ntisses Flora Harris
and Pearl Micheal have gone to the.
Last for a month's sojourn.
Mrs. George Rawleigh and children
Lucile and George, have returned
from a month's visit near Farming-
ton, Ky.
Dr. Samuel R. Jackson of Hot
Springs, Ark., is visiting his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jackson of
North Sixth.
Mrs. T. D. Owen of Trimb:e street
has returned from visiting Mrs.
James Wallace of Louisville.
Mrs. James Weatherington and
Ils.fiss Lula Weatherington are visiting
in Golconda.
Mrs. Eugene Warren returned yes-
terday from Memphis and is at The
Craig,
The 'city of Berkeley, Cal., the seat
Vita & Broadway. Both Phones /75 of the University of California. now
WIGHT BEI:I. AT SIDE DOOR flats inorii Than 30,000 population.
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.









01PFICE PHONE 48.-a RESIDENCE PHONE seg
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
I Mores Power Motor.
3Y4 Horse Power Motor.
zS Hors. Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street.
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS




203. 205 S. Tnird ••
NOTICE  TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place your fall orders too
soon. Wait for prices on our
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coal for wagons at Elevator Boti Telephones 254.Foot of
.:!!!!Street. est Kenttickv Coal Con
